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High Courts Uphold Validity of

reevva d ̀~/ V 
Sfatutes; Approve State's Power to
Relocate and Improve Highways

By FRANK B. DURKEE, Deputy Director of Public Works

Qu~,sTions regarding powers of the
California Highway Commission and
the Department of Public Works with
respect to relocation and improve-
ment of highways
and the construc-
tion of freeways—
questions some of
which have been ,' ~,, '
raised but not con-
clusively answered
for more than a
generation —were ~-'~'
decisively disposed
of by recent deci- ' -`
sions of the Fourth Frank B. Durkee

District Court of
Appeal and of the Supreme Court of
California. In each instance the opinion
was concurred in by a unanimous court
and in each instance the position of the
commission and the department ~~as
upheld.
As further hearings have been denied

in both cases, these decisions may now
be considered final. Because of their
importance to the highway program, it
appears appropriate that they be re-
viewed briefly in Cali f ors2ia Highways
ct7zd Public Works.

Sacramento County Freeway Case

The first of the cases, that of Hollo-
zUay v. Purcell, 35 A. C. 226, was, in
effect, an all-out legal attack on the
freeway program of the State. Its basic
purpose was, as was pointed out in the
department's brief, to hold the pres-
ent highway on its existing alignment,
the plaintiff property owners assuming
that thereby their roadside businesses
would continue to be benefited.
The Holloway case arose in Sacra-

mento County and was an action to
enjoin the proposed relocation (as a
freeway) of a portion of statutory
Route 3 (U. S. 40, 99E) between North
Sacramento and Roseville. In the supe-
rior court, Judge B. "F. Van Dyke sus-
tained ademurrer to the complaint

* Before appointment to his present posi-
tion, Mr. Durkee served as a principal attor-
ney on the legal staff of the Department of
Public Works.—Editor.

without leave to amend and entered
judgment dismissing the action. This
judgment was affirmed by the Supreme
Court in an opinion handed do`vn on
April 25, 1950. A petition fora rehear-
ing has been denied.
The situation in Holloway v. Purcell

is shown on the map, entitled "From
North Sacramento Freeway to %z Mile
East of Roseville," which accompanies
this article. The present location of the
section of Route 3 involved is indicated
as "E~sting State Highway Route 3"
and the new alignment, on which it is
to be relocated, as a freeway, is in
double line captioned "Proposed Relo-
cation." This portion of Route 3 came
into the State Highway System some
35 years ago as one of the original "bond
issue roads"; that is, pursuant to pro-
visions of the State Highway Act of
1909 (Stats. 1909, Chap. 3 8 3) .
In the Holloway case, the attack on

the proposed highway relocation was
based on two major contentions: First,
that the California Highway Commis-
sion presently is ~~ithout power to ap-
prove relocation of a bond act high-
way; and, second, that the California
Freeway Law is unconstitutional.

The court, speaking through Mr.
Justice Traynor, answered the first of
these contentions by saying that "there
is ample statutory authority for the
State Highway Commission to relocate
any part of the State Highway Sys-
tem," citing California Streets and
Highways Code, Section 71, and, also,
as respects the particular section of
highway here involved (which is a
federal-aid highway), provisions of the
Federal Highway Act to which the
State has assented.

The plaintiffs had contended that
"the location of -Route 3 is fixed by the
terms of the State Highways Act of
1909, ~ ~ ~, under which it was ac-
quired by the State, ~ ~ ~, and can-
not be changed until the principal and
interest on the indebtedness authorized
by that act has been paid." 1 They had

1 A portian of this indebtedness remains
unpaid as of the present time.

asserted that "the statutes authorizing
the relocation of state highways con-
structed or acquired under the 1909
act are unconstitutional on the ground
that they accomplish a repeal of the
provisions of that act in violation of
Article XVI, Section 1 of the Cali-
fornia Constitution." "This conten-
tion," the court said, "is without merit."

The principal argument of the plain-
tif~s on the question of the power of the
commission to approve relocation of
bond act roads appears, however, to
have been based on certain language
contained in Section 8 of the 1909 act
providing that the highways "con-
structed or acquired" thereunder ̀ were
to be "permanent in character" and
~~ere to be "permanently maintained
and controlled by the State of Cali-
fornia." While this language has never
been interpreted by the department, or
judiciously construed to have the effect
contended for by the plaintiffs in the
Holloway case, it is nevertheless true
that its exact meaning has been ques-
tioned and has, in the past, been the
subject of controversy.

With respect to the use in the statute
of the ~~ords "permanent in character,"
the court said:

"Plaintiffs interpret permanence to
preclude changes from established
routes. There is no support for so
narrow a construction. The sentence
specifically relates permanence to
character of construction, not to lo-
cation as is evident from the words
`finished with oil or macadam or a
combination of both as in the judg-
ment of the said department of engi-
neering shall be most suitable and
best adapted to the particular locality
traversed.' In specifying hard surface
materials it envisages highways that
are built and maintained to endure..
There is no implication that the site
selected will remain forever. ~ ~ ~.
A duty to construct and maintain
highways ̀ permanent in character'
does not preclude relocation or re-
alignment of highways to meet the
changing needs of traffic. The sense

...Continued on page 30
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RETixEn~ErrT of Fred J. Grumm,
Deputy State Highway Engineer, on
August 1, 1950, brought to a close an
outstanding career of public service
with the California Division of High-
ways. This service started with the
California Highway Commission in
1922 at Headquarters in Sacramento,

Fred J. Grumm-1950

where he was in charge of the drafting
room and supervision of design. Dur-
ing the last part of 1922 and first part
of 1923 he was transferred to District
VI, Fresno, as Assistant Division Engi-
neer, from where he returned to Sac-
ramento and became the Engineer of
Surveys and Plans holding that posi-
tion until 1943. In 1943 he was pro-
moted to the position of Assistant State
Highway Engineer and in 1947 he was
again promoted to the position of
Deputy State Highway Engineer,
which position he held until his rerire-
ment.

Career Prior to State Service

Prior to entering state service, Mr.
Drumm was employed in 1908 and
1909 with the San Diego County High-

Fred J. Grumm Concludes Long

Service With Division of Highways

way Commission on a program for the
improvement of a major county high-
way system. The establishment of this
system was the first of its kind in the
State of California and was the fore-
runner of other similar highway work
in the State.
For a short period in 1909 and early

1910, Mr. Grumm was associated with
the San Diego and Arizona Railroad.
In 1910 he became Deputy County
Surveyor of San Diego County and in
that capacity laid the foundation for
his career in road and highway work.
In 1918 he returned to the newly
formed San Diego County Highway
Commission where he remained until
1922 when his state service started.
During these years ~~ith the San Diego
County Highway Commission he was
in charge of ofTice, supervision of de-
sign, estimates, plans and specifications
for the improvement of highways on
a major program financed by bond
issue. Mr. R. M. Morton, later State
Highway Engineer, was the chief engi-
neer of this project.
In the early years of his administra-

tion of the Surveys and Plans Depart-
ment it was necessary to organize the
planning of highway projects on a
state-wide basis. As an aid to this stand-
ardization, a Manual of Instructions
was published in 1925 by the Surveys
and Plans Department, which was the
first publication in the State pertaining
to these functions.
At this time it was the duty of the

Surveys and Plans Engineer to admin-
ister the general planning of the vari-
ous highway routing studies. In these
early years the primary considerations
were mainly those of geometric design
and of alignment and gradient. Selec-
tion of type of surfacing was relatively

simple, being confined either to un-
treated road metal, oil macadam or
Portland cement concrete, placed di-
rectly on the native soil.
In malting the various routing

studies, Air. Drumm obtained an inti-

mate knowledge of the roads through-

out the State, and with his good mem-

ory, these early activities have been of
great assistance throughout his entire
service with the Division of Highways.

Incidents During Early Trips

He recalls numerous incidents which
occurred during the studies made in
connection with routings of various

Fred J. Grumm-7923

state highways, some of them humor-
ous in retrospect.
In 1925 he made a trip with Mr.

Sullivan, District Engineer in San Ber-
nardino, and Judge Van Dyke of Dag-
gett. They went easterly across the
1VIojave Desert and the mountain
ranges, traveling in two cars for four
days. They were contemplating the
junction of a route through the desert

as a combination of the road entering

the State from both Needles and Las

Vegas, which would save many extra

miles of highway construction. They

were in the locality traversed by Father
Garces on his explorations in the 1770's
and by Jedediah Smith, one of the

early mountain men, in 1826. This
party named a pass after Father Garces,

2 California Highways



which is in the most easterly and high-

est range of hills and is the only likely

place where the crossing could have
been made.

As a contrast to the trip in the desert,
two weeks later Mr. Drumm was in
Del Norte County picking his way
through sloughs looking for a desirable
location for a state highway route from
the Oregon line to Crescent City.

On another early trip, made in the
company of Ed Wallace, now District
Highway Enbineer, San Diego; Tom
Stanton, now Materials and Research
Engineer; Chet Warlow, present State
Highway Commissioner, and Dick
Downs, this group left Cedar Grove
and walked over the possible location
of the now Kings River Highway in
the Kings Canyon. During this trip it
was necessary to cross the Kings River
many times and these crossings were
made by wading the river and with
the aid of ropes. On the second day of
the hike they reached the location
known as Horseshoe Bend. Finding
that the water was too high to permit
their crossing, it was necessary to climb
the adjacent sheer bluff which is some
1,500 feet in elevation above the river.
About midnight they reached the junc-
tion of the north and middle forks
which was the previously selected
camp site for that day.

As the entire group was exhausted,
they crawled into their sleeping bags
and beds without bothering to prepare
any supper. During the early morning
hours they were awakened to find that
a skunk had gotten into their supply
of steaks and the whole party was
aroused, and began throwing rocks at
the skunk to save the food for the
much needed breakfast in the morning.
The party was picked up about mid-
night on the third day and most of
them had their clothes practically torn
off and Mr. Drumm had a very severe
case of poison oak, which had swollen
his eyes almost shut. As he recalls, it
was necessary for Mr. Warlow to ac-
company him to a hotel in Fresno to
certify that he was even human. The
finale to the whole trip occurred the
next morning when they were check-
ing out of the hotel, preparatory to
returning to Sacramento. They found
that all of their money had been so
watersoaked due to the repeated wad-

ings and crossings of the river that it
could not be recognized and it was

necessary to write a check to pay their

hotel bill.
Upon another occasion, Mr. Drumm

accompanied 1VIr. Bedford on a trip in
Lalce County on which they were
looking for a desirable route from the
Sacramento Valley to the coast. On
this reconnaissance survey every can-
yon to the east, from the north .fork of
Cache Creek down to Grizzly Creek,
vas traversed from top to bottom.
drizzly Creek is now the location of
Highway Route 15.

The duties as Surveys and Plans
Engineer gradually developed to in-
clude work of preparing reports to
the Legislature on the status and con-
dition of the State Highway System.
The associations IVIr. Drumm devel-
oped through the years with various
legislative committees of the House
and the Senate earned for him and the
department a reputation for supplying
up-to-date, correct and reliable infor-
mation regarding highway matters.

In 1922 there were less than 1,000,000
registered vehicles in the State of Cali-
fornia and highway capacity was not
one of the engineering problems.
However, during the early 1930's the
traffic on the highways had increased
to such an extent that it was necessary
to initiate a program for increased lane
capacity. The early programs con-
sisted of widening the existing two-lane
roads to three-lane highways which

was considered a standard in the early
1930's. As the traffic increased, the
natural progression from the three-
lane highways to a four-lane divided

highway was developed. However,
roadside development soon started
along these routes with resulting con-
flict of vehicle movements, conges-
tion, increased accidents, and reduced

capacity.

In the Biennial Report of 1936 at-

tention was drawn for the first time

to a means of providing greater capa-

city and relief from congestion. This

method contemplated the application

of restriction of access from abutting

property and was the forerunner of

the freeway principle in California. In

subsequent years further studies and

discussions were carried on by Mr.

Drumm as Engineer of Surveys and

Plans, and with the assistance of the

late Mr. C. R. Montgomery, proposed

legislation was drafted which finally

culminated in the adoption by the

Legislature of the California Freeway

Act in 1939.

Another development in the design

of highways was made while Mr.
Drumm was the Engineer of Surveys
and Plans. The Research Department

had constructed a test track and were
gathering information pertaining to
the supporting power of highway
bases and surfacings in which the test
procedure now known as the Califor-

nia Bearing Ratio was developed. For

structural design purposes, studies

Fred Drumm on reconnaissance trip in San Gabriel Mountains in 1925
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were initiated to correlate the bearing
ratio test procedure and the axle loads
produced by highway traffic.

The result and conclusions of the
studies was published in the Public
Works magazine in November, 1941,
and a further amplification in March,
1942. These articles detailed the meth-
ods to be used in the structural design
of highways. The details of the appli-
cation of the accumulated data were
principally the work of A. ~~~I. Nash,
now District Engineer in District I,
who at that time was in Surveys and
Plans. This made the State of Califor-
nia one of the first to put the structural
design of highways on a scientific basis.

Active in Freeway Developmerot

The introduction of the freewa~r
principle to the highways of California
was new and revolutionary as people
had always had access to traveled roads.
This access was accepted as customary
and a right. It was therefore necessary
to undertake the freeway program
carefully and slowly. The discreet ap-
plication of the freeway principle to
our highway improvement produced
only a few examples of freeways be-
fore progress was halted by the war.

One of the first projects of this kind
in California was the Arroyo Seco
Free`vay in the Los Angeles area. Due
to the topographical features and the
limited amount of property affected, it
was possibile to complete a section of
this freeway with a minimum of pub-
licity in order to demonstrate its bene-
fits to the highway users. Immediately
its popularity was strikingly evident.

During the war years the planning
of freeway projects became an impor-
tant part of the highway worl~ and, in
the few years since the war, it has been
possible to construct many miles of
ne~v highway using the freeway prin-
ciple. It is Mr. Grumm's opinion that
advancement along this line is indica-
tive that we are making progress
toward the ultimate in transportation.

NIr. Grumm recently prepared and
presented a paper on freeways to the
American Society of Civil Engineers
in which he discussed the develop-
ment, benefits, and future of highways
constructed upon the freeway prin-
ciple. This paper summarizes in a few
words the primary considerations

When this photo was taken Fred Grumm (on right) was on survey trip in Kings River Canyon

`which are now evident as the result of
many years of study on freeway plan-
ning. This paper was published in the
1Vlarch-April, 1950, issue of the Cali-
fo~~nia Highways and Public Works
magazine and will be in Civil Engi-
nee~~ing, the popular journal- of the
American Society of Civil Engineers.

Throughout his entire service with
the State Mr. Drumm was active in an
administrative capacity with the High-
way Department in the development
of planning programs and policies. He
represented the Division of Highways
for many years in legislative matters.
During the ̀ war, several weeks were
spent studying the organization and
efforts of the Bureau of Governmental
Requirements—a bureau in the War
Production Board—with Mr. Maury
Maverick, Chief. This study culmi-
nated in a report to NIr. Maverick con-
cerning the . "Procedure, Certification
and Priorities of Highway Projects."
His recommended procedure was later
adopted by the board.

One of his latest major efforts for
the Division of Highways was his par-
ticipation in the establishment of an
expanded organization and procedure
for handling the large increase of work
made possible by the enactment of the
recent Collier-Burns law.

i'~~1r. Grumm has been a member of
many engineering and professional or-
ganizations which include member-
ship on the Special Committee on

Design Policies of the American Asso-
ciation of State Highway' Officials, in
which he has been active since its or-
ganization; membership on the Com-
mittee on Highway Capacity and Eco-
nomics of Highway Design of the
Highway Research Board; American
Road Builders Association; American
Congress of Surveying and Mapping;
the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers (member, 1936), of which he is
a past president of the Sacramento
chapter; American Concrete Institute;
the California State Employees As-
sociation, of which he is a charter
member; the Commonwealth Club of
California; the California Historical
Society, E. Clampus Vitus; the Amer-
ican Philatelic Society, and the lo-
cal Sacramento Stamp Club through
which he has received awards at vari-
ous exhibits; Sutter Club, Sacramento.

NIr. Gruinm was born in Lyons,
Iowa, and was educated in Michigan.
He was married in 1911 to Lina F.
Watson, and has two sons, Watson J.
and Gunther S.

He proposes, during his retirement,
to devote time to his hobbies and other
interests which he has developed dur-
ing the years. He advises that he will
always be available and glad to give

advice on highway engineering to the

younger group of highway engineers.

He says he feels safe in making this

offer since nobody ever wants advice

from older people.
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O ~ ~ I ~ Visalia Protects State Highway to Preserve

Usefulness as Transportation Arfery

By EARLE W. TAYLOR, District Traffic Engineer

OFFicinLS of the City of Visalia,
realizing the serious effect of traffic
congestion on community life, re-
cently prohibited parking along al-
most the entire length of State High-
way Route 10 within the city, and
thereby relieved an acute bottleneck
on this important highway.

Prohibition of parking is no longer
unique. It has become a standard pre-
scription for certain traffic ills. The
Visalia action, however, is believed
without precedent among smaller cities
of California in more than one respect.
It is also an excellent illustration of
vision and courage on the part of com-
munity leaders.

Situation in Visalia

Visalia lies eight miles off the beaten
path of U. S. 99, but is not spared the
headaches of acute traffic congestion,
as are many cities so located. Route 10
(Sign Route 198) is the most impor-
tant of the three state highways passing
through the city. It alone carries al-
most as much traffic into Visalia as the
other 18 state and county road en-
trances to the city combined. Yet seri-
ous deficiencies of width still handicap
its users. It is advantageously located
to serve the city, as it passes through
Visalia in a straight line parallel to but
only three short blocks from the main
business street. A relocation of it to
by-pass a congested area would only
result in increased travel distance for
thousands of drivers.

1Vlineral King Avenue, as Route 10 is
known locally, consists of three dif-
ferent pavement widths. Only the
westerly 0.5 mile portion was omitted
from the parking restriction, as it is a
rural-type divided highway only half
width within the city by reason of a
recent annexation. Through the 1.85-
mile balance of this route within the
city, parking is now prohibited. The
magnitude of the t~estriction invoked
at one time is one of the unusual fea-
tures of this case.

Uncommon Aspect

From Mooney Boulevard easterly
for 0.4 mile this street is a modern four-
lane, divided highway with curbs and
paved parking strips. Prohibition of
parking along such a highway through
a sparsely developed area of mixed resi-
dential and commercial structures, well
in advance of acute need, provides an-
other uncommon aspect. City officials
appreciated that even along afour-lane
highway parking is undesirable in that
each parking maneuver interferes with
the free use of the outer lane. They
realized that elimination could be se-
cured with much less opposition, if
proposed before parking became exten-
sive.

Farther east exists a 0.3 mile section
of four-lane, undivided highway paved
61 feet wide between curbs and bor-
dered by both business structures and
dwellings. The remaining 1.15 mile
section to the easterly city limit is
paved full width but is only 46 feet
wide between curbs. Roadside devel-
opment is a dense mixture of older
dwellings and business structures. It
i~as this narrow section in which relief
from congestion was most pressing.

Average daily traffic volumes vary
from 7,000 vehicles at the east city
limit to about 12,000 vehicles near the
heart of the city.

Type of Establishments

Most of the 52 nonresidential estab-
lishments on Mineral King Avenue
exist along this narrower section. Only
27 percent of them are types, such as
service stations, that cause little curb
parking. The remainder include, in ad-
dition to retail stores, many important
establishments providing community-
wide services and which generate
heavy parking demand.
Although curb parking was not as

extensive as in a central business dis-
trict, parked vehicles were neverthe-
less spaced close enough to effectively
deny moving traffic the use of the curb

lane. Only enough pavement width re-
mained for two lanes. When a vehicle
performed a parking or unparking
maneuver, one lane was blocked to
moving traffic. This situation, com-
bined with heavy moving traffic, in-
evita~ly resulted in congestion, delay
and hazard. The 1949 accident rate in
terms of accidents per million vehicle
miles was nearly four times as great in
this narrow section as through the
four-lane portion. The elimination of
parking has made four lanes available
for moving traffic through the narrow
section.

City Officials Act

On such a street, the mere removal
of curb parking is not a complete or
permanent solution. Soon four, and
eventually even six, wider lanes must
be provided. A dividing strip must
separate opposing traffic and provide a
protected storage lane for left-turning
vehicles. Access from adjoining prop-
erty to the through lanes must be re-
stricted. Realizing that such an im-
provement was still some distance in
the future, city officials acted and acted
boldly to retard the creeping paralysis
of congestion until a modern highway
can be constructed.

As the volume of traffic steadily in-
creased, so also did the frequency of
complaints regarding delays and haz-
ards received by city officials from
owners of adjacent property and users
of the street. Some time ago Mayor
Jack L. Davis, City Manager E. A.
Dunn and other members of the city
council started an intensive study of
the situation and reached the conclu-
sion that complete elimination of park-
ing was the only answer until the street

could be widened. Consultations were

held with Division of Highways engi-

neers, who furnished factual traffic

data to aid the study.

Next, civic leaders were enlisted and

the detailed study was completed as a

and Public Works 5
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Mineral King Avenue in Visalia now is handling a heavy flow of tragic without congestion due to elimination of parking

joint project of these men, the organ-
izations they represented and city of~i-
cials. The probable effect on each road-
side enterprise vas carefully evalu-
ated. It tivasfound that for all businesses
located on corner lots, ample curb
parking space existed on uncongested
side streets. Some others already had
off-street parking lots and still others
had unused space available for such
use. Those for which a satisfactory
solution was not apparent ~~ere few in
number.

Support From Organizatioros

Two men in particular gave great
assistance to city officials in developing
and putting the plan into effect. Mr.
H. T. Lewis, District Manager of the
Automobile Club of Southern Califor-
nia, acting in this instance as Chairman
of the Highway Committees of both
the city and the county chambers of
commerce, exerted great influence. NIr.
Charles S. Ehrhorn, Chairman of the
Tulare County Chamber of Com-
merce, placed not only the weight of
his organization behind the plan but
also his own personal prestige as an
authority on highway transportation.

i:Ir. Ehrhorn is also Vice Chairman
of the Transportation and Highway
committee of the San Joaquin Valley
Council, State Chamber of Commerce.
These men and others did much to
popularize the proposal. Much data
was released to the local press regard-
ing the seriousness of the traffic sitaa-
tion and the large benefits to be gained
by the parking ban in relation to the
small number who would be hurt by
it. After the public was more com-
pletely informed of the plan, the ordi-
nance `vas introduced at a regular
meeting of the city council.

Prior to the vote, the proposed ordi-
nance was submitted to and approved
by the State Division of Highways,
and this fact was locally publicized. To
operators of many individual establish-
ments recommendations were made. It
was pointed out to the pastor of the
First Baptist Church that at times of
services a free municipal parking lot
located less than a block away was be-
ing very little used. A subsequent an-
nouncement from the pulpit caused a
mass changeover from curb to off-
street parking. As a result of a similar

suggestion the many people attending
the almost nightly meetings held in the
A~Iasonic Hall no~v use a nearby munici-
pal lot.

Oralinance Passed

Two weeks later the ordinance came
up for hearing and vote, and was
unanimously passed. Not one citizen
spoke in protest cat either council
~~Zeetisag.

It is not only the length of the sec-
tion of street involved that is so note-
~~orthy but also the radical change in
situation. 1~~Iost cities proceed cauti-
ously in such matters. They move
progressively but slowly from unre-
stricted parking to time limit parking,
then to peak hour prohibition, arriving
at long last at complete prohibition of
parking at all times. Officials of Visalia,
however, acted more boldly. They
changed this street in one drastic move
from unrestricted parking to complete
elimination of it, because the need for
taking this step was so apparent.

Soon after passage of the ordinance,
an unexpected phenomenon was ob-
served. Although the restriction could

... Coniinued on page 43
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r~~ I (~ ~ Experimental Use of Lime for the

Treatment' of Highway Base Courses

By ERNEST ZUBE, Associate Materials and Research Engineer

IPITRODSJCTION

~RONI THE EARLIEST tII11eS, both t11e
builders and users of roads have recog-
nized that there are vast differences in
the character of soils and in their native
suitability for highway purposes.
The highway engineer is fortunate

when stable soils are encountered or
where good granular base material is
cheaply available. However, the cost
of importing suitable materials and the
problems of correcting weaknesses in
e~usting roads have caused many engi-
neers to consider means for improving
the properties of whatever soil is en-
countered. Such artificial treatments
are generally referred to as "soil stabili-
zation" and a great many processes in-
cluding the use of natural and arti-
ficial additives have been proposed and
tried out.

Clay Soils and Sand

Clay soils have been stabilized by
admi~ng with sand and sands have
been improved through the addition of
clay binders. However, it is very dif~i-
cult to achieve an entirely satisfactory
balance. Artificial binders such as as-
phalt, Portland cement, calcium chlor-
ide, etc., have been used with varying
degrees of success.
One of the most useful road building

materials is natural limestone which
has long been highly regarded for its
stable and enduring qualities. It has also
been observed that soils are rendered
more friable and their properties of
stickiness and plasticity reduced by the
admixture of finely ground limestone
or hydrated lime. Therefore, the possi-
bilities of improving native materials
by the admixture of finely divided lime
have been investigated in several areas.

* Prepared fox the Committee on Lime-Soil Stabili-
zation of the American Road Builder's Association
Meeting at Cincinnati, Ohio, March 6, 7, 8, and 9,
1950.

TOP—Section treated with 2 percent lime in August,

1948. Photo shows appearance in April, 1949.

CPNiER—Closeup of same section. LOWER—Failed

section not treated with lime. This section was in

satisfactory condition in August, 1948, but failed

during the following winter
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Experiences Elsewhere

Experiences with lime treatment
have been reported from the State of
Texas and elsewhere and experimental
work has been conducted in the Mate-
rials and Research Department of the
California Division of Highways in
order to determine the relative effec-
tiveness of lime treatment. While the
results of laboratory experiments indi-
cated that many poor materials were
improved by the addition of lime, it
also appeared that the cost of commer-
cial hydrated lime was somewhat
greater than the cost of Portland ce-
ment, for example, and it was not evi-
dent from laboratory tests or from
reports of field experiments that the
lime treatment was necessarily superior
to that obtained with Portland cement.
During 1948, an opportunity was

afforded to construct two experimental
sections in State Highway District III,
headquarters at Marysville, California.
A supply of agricultural waste lime was
available in bulk quantities from the
Diamond Springs Lime Company near
Placerville, California, at a price con-
siderably less than that of Portland
cement and this lime was used on one
project. On the other project the more
expensive commercially available agri-
cultural lime, packaged in 100-pound
bags, was used. This report covers the
essential details and observations to
date on these two projects located in
the Sierra Nevada Mountains east of
Sacramento in which agricultural lime
was added to natural granular base
materials for the purpose of decreas-
ing the plasticity and thus increasing
the stability and the load carrying
capacity.

svNOPSis

The first field project is located on
Road III-Nev-38-B near Truckee, Cali-
fornia, situated in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, at an elevation of about
5,800 feet, a few miles west of the
Nevada State Line. This project was
constructed in August, 1948. Two per-
cent of agricultural lime of the type
sold commercially in 100-pound bags
was added to a four-inch layer of
granular base material by the road-mix
method. After spreading and compact-
ing, the treated base was covered with
three inches of bituminous surfacing.
The cost of the lime used was roughly

.~~
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4—Spreading the untreated base rock. 5—Spreading agricultural bulk lime.

6—Mixing with pulvomixer and blade

comparable in cost to a similar treat-
ment with Portland cement. Thus far,
the treatment appears to be successful.
The second project is located on

Road III-ED-93-B, between Cool and
Georgetown. This section is located on
the western slope of the Sierras at a
lower elevation than the Truckee proj-
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ect. Work was started in October,
1948, but was only partially completed
that year due to inclement weather.
Bulk agricultural lime was obtained
from reject piles at the Diamond
Springs Lime Company in Placerville
and was added to the base material in
amounts equal to 4 percent by weight.
A light penetration treatment of as-
phaltic oil was applied as a wearing
course. This lime treatment repre-
sented asaving of approximately 3 5
cents per ton of soil treated when com-
pared to a similar treatment using Port-
land cement.
Both projects were inspected b}>

representatives of Headquarters Labo-
ratory in 1949 and again early in 1950
and it was found that the stabilized
base material was giving satisfactory
service in each case with little or no
evidence of distress after being sub-
jected to comparatively heavy traffic
through at least one full and one partial
winter season, the winter of 1948-49
was characterized by the heaviest
snowfall and the lowest temperatures
occurring in this locality. Samples of
the lime treated base material taken
from both jobs showed it to be non-
plastic when tested.

In the spring of 1949 when first in-
spected it was observed that adjacent
areas on both projects where the base
material was not treated with lime gave
evidences of marked deterioration dur-
ing the previous winter.

TRUCKEE JOB

A short .experimental project using
lime as a stabilizing agent in the base
material was constructed by mainte-
nance forces during the month of
August, 1948, near Truckee on Road
III-Nev-38-B, between Bocca and
Sierra County Line.

After the spring of 1948, four sec-
tions of the road located between sta-
tions 180 and 368 and ranging in length
from 700 feet to 1,400 feet had become
distorted, due to base failure, to such
an extent that major repairs were

necessary. 1Vlaterial from an existing
stockpile on the roadside (Test No.
48-3239) which was proposed for use
as base showed a Plasticity Index (P. I.)
of 12 when tested. The addition of 2
percent lime rendered this material
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7—New six-inch base material with penetration oil treatment. Placed November, 1948. Appearance in April,
1949. 8—Closeup of same section as above. 9—New six-inch base material which went through winter

without oil treatment. Appearance in April, 1949
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nonplastic: It was therefore decided to
use this lime treated aggregate for the
new base.
During construction operations the

old bituminous surface was salvaged
insofar as possible. On Sections 1 and
2, the existing base was removed and
wasted and replaced with sufficient
new base material from the above
stockpile for a layer approximately
four inches thick. For Sections 3 and
4 it was decided to scarify and treat
the e~risting base material. Two per-
cent by weight of bagged agriculture
lime was then added to the base mate-
rial on all four sections. (See Tcrble 1.)

TABLE

Section
number

providing a total bituminous treated
surface thickness of approximately 3
inches.

Type of Lime

The lime used on this job consisted
of commercial agricultural lime with
about 85 percent passing the 200-mesh
sieve and was supplied in 100-pound
paper bags. The initial cost of the lime
was approximately $20 per ton f.o.b.
Placerville and including the freight to
Truckee the cost was about $23.50 per
ton. It was obtained from the Diamond
Springs Lime Company near Placer-
vine. For the purpose of comparison,

Treatment

1 (W. end) 1,440 2°~o Lime, new base material, 14' wide treated

2 700 2°Jo Lime, new base material, 24' wide treated

3 1,Ob0 2°/o Lime, existing base material treated, 12' wide

4 700 2°~o Lune, existing base material treated, 20' wide
(E. end of

job)

The material was mixed with a motor
patrol, water added as required, then
spread with a blade and compacted
with a roller. The old surfacing, after
some reprocessing, was relaid to a
thickness of 2 inches to 2 %2 inches and
topped with a thin blanket of new
SC-3 plant mix %Z inch to 1 inch thick,

the cost per sack of cement in Truckee
is appro~mately $1.25 or $26.50 per
ton, based on small quantities.

Tests made on three samples of the
lime-treated base material taken from
the road on October, 1948, about two
months after construction, showed the
material to be nonplastic with R

TABLE II

TEST RESULTS OF SAMPLES

Values ~ of 83 and 84. Three additional
samples were obtained in April, 1949.
One from Section 1, where the new
base material was used, one from Sec-
tion 4 in which the e~sting base mate-
rial was treated and one from a failed
area (not lime treated, adjacent to Sec-
tion 4) which should- represent the
existing base material prior to stabiliza-
tion ~~ith lime; this failed area was in
satisfactory condition in 1948. The two
lime treated base materials proved to be
nonplastic with R Values of 85 and 86.
Tests on the untreated base material
showed a P. I. of 18 and an R Value of
67. (See Tctble 11 for test results.)

CONCWS80N

An inspection on April 20, 1949, of
the four stabilized sections constructed
in August, 1948, showed them to be in
good condition. Samples of the treated
base material were nonplastic and
when tested in the stabilometer gave

satisfactory R Values. The sample

taken from an area showing distress and

adjacent to one of the stabilized sec-

tions showed a Plasticity Index of 18

and an R Value of 67, both of which

are considered unsatisfactory for a base

material. This area was in satisfactory

condition in August, 1948, but failed

during the following winter.

* R Value — Resistance value of the soil as detex-
mined in the Stabilometer. See "The Factors Undex-
lying the Rational Design of Pavements" by F. N.
Hveem and R M. Carmany. Proceedings of the
Twenty-eighth Annual Meeting of the Highc~ay
Research Board, December, 1948.

III-Nev-38-B

-Date
sampled

Test number

Treatment

Grading °~o Pass

P.I. R
Vai

Density
lbs./cu. ft.

Remazks
Aggr. 5 1

No. Dept. Nat' % #4 200 u u
No.

7/21/48__ ______ 48-3239 ________ CRB—Nane____________ 88 48 12 3 1 12 ____ __________ Mystic Pit Material
2°~o Lime ad.d.ed __ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ NP ____ __________ Preliminary sample
4°~o Lime added-------- --- --------- --- NP
2°Jo Cement ad.d.ed______ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 3
4% Cement added------------ ---- ---- --- NP

10/ 7/48__ b40 48-4540 R-2-X 2°~o Lime ad.d.ed_ 82 49 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ NP S3 120 Sampled from roadbed
10/ 7/48_ _ 541 48-4541 R-3-X 2 °~o Lime added_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 84 50 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'_ _ _ _ ~ NP 84 120 Sampled from roadbed
10/ 7/48_ _ b42 48-4542 R-4-X 2°Jo Lime added 80 46 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'_ _ _ _ NP 84 121 Sampled from roadbed

4J20/49__ 1,027 49-2412 ________ 2°~o Lime ad':ed
(Section 1)___________ ____ ____ ____•____ ____ NP 85 __________ Sampled from roadbed

4/20/49__ 1,028 49-2413 ________ 2°Jo Lime added
(Section4)___________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ NP 86 __________ Sampled from roadbed

4/20/49_ _ 1,029 49-2414 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ No lime treatment_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ---------- _ 18 67 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - Sampled from failed area
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The preliminary test indicated that
the addition of 2 percent of cement re-
duced the P. I. to 3. It is quite possible
that by adding 2.0 to 2.5 percent
cement to the base material results
similar to that of the lime treatment
could have been obtained. Due to the
high price of the bagged lime ($23.50
per ton) no significant savings over
cement treatment was achieved. How-
ever, the lime treatment showed satis-
factory results and produced a stable
base which has carried comparatively
heavy traffic during one of the wettest
winters in that locality.

A recent inspection, made in Feb-
ruary, 1950, showed that the lime-
treated sections continue to be in excel-
lent condition.

GEORGETOWN JOB

The second project comprised the
construction of a test section which
consisted of imported base material to
which was added approximately 4 per-
cent hydrated agricultural lime on
Road III-ED-93-B between Cool and
Georgetown. The work was started in
November, 1948, but had to be discon-
tinued due to inclement weather. The
project was completed in the spring of
1949.
The old surfacing over the entire

section consisted of penetration treat-
ments or road-mixed blankets which
were placed at various times since the
road had been taken into the State
Highway System in 193 3.

Portions of the section had become
very badly distorted and disintegrated
and it became apparent that it would
be impossible to maintain the section
within the realm of routine mainte-
nance and therefore remedial measures
were required to correct the existing
conditions in order to carry the in-
creasingly heavy traffic.

Weakened Baese Restored

It was proposed to restore and re-
condition the weakened base at various
locations, the areas ranging from 16
feet to 18 feet in width and from 100
feet to 2,400 feet in length, with a local
crushed limestone, treated with agri-
cultural hydrated lime and to apply a
penetration treatment over the areas
thus repaired.

~,.~ .~
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10—Periled section which was not treated with lime. This section was in satisfactory condition in October,

1948, but failed during the following winter. 17—Appearance in March, 1950. (Compare this with photo

No. 7.) 12—Closeup of same section (compare with photo No. 8).
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The imported borrow material con-
sisted of a waste crushed limestone
mixed with some overburden and was
obtained from the California Rock and
Gravel Company (Grego Plant) near
Cool.

Preliminary laboratory tests indi-
cated that the material would be saris-
factory for use as base rock with the
exception of the Plasticity Index (P. I.)
which showed a value of 9. The Cali-
fornia Bearing Ratio was 100-}- at 0.1
inch and 0.5 inch penetration, and the
expansion was 0.4 percent. In order to
reduce the P. I., tests were made add-
ing small percentages of cement and
agricultural lime to the material and

On most of these portions the base
material was placed directly in two
courses, each 3 inches thick, upon the
old surfacing. In a few cases, the exist-
ing thin surfacing and base was scari-
fied, then recompacted, and only 3
inches of new base material was placed.
Table III shows the thickness placed
and the condition of the first 11 sec-
tions as of April, 1949.

Nature of Work

In general the work consisted of
spreading base material sufficient for a
3-inch thickness and 18-foot width by
means of a spreader box on one-half
width of the roadway. The lime,

TABLE III

tration treatment of one-fourth gallon
per square yard of SC-3 oil was then
applied to four sections and covered
with fine material obtained from the
same stockpile as the base rock. Due
to inclement weati~er the oil treatment
for the other seven sections was not
applied until the spring of 1949.
The daily traffic observed during

construction operations consisted prin-
cipally of passenger cars, a few pick-
ups, and perhaps about 20 heavily
loaded lumber trucks. The right half
(easterly side) only of the road is sub-
jected to the loaded lumber trucks
which return empty on the opposite
side.

III-Ed-93-B

Section
number

Length,
feet

Location
distance miles
from Cool

Thickness of base as placed with surface treatment as of April, 1949

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0.00 Maintenance sign at junction routes 93 and 65 at Cool
11 2,450 2.60 3" base placed November, 1948, no oil treatment

3" base t6 be placed May, 1949
10 516 3.38 6" base No oil treatment
9 350 3.53 3" base No oil treatment
8 200 4.15 6" base Penetration oil treatment, 1948
7 150 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3 " base One continous section Penetration oil treatment, 1948
6 600 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6 " base Penetration oil treatment, 1948
b 600 4.65 6" base Penetration oil treatment, 1948
4 280 5.35 6" base No oil treatment
3 200 b.59 6" base No oil treatment
2 600 5.75 6" base No oil treatment
1 400 6.60 6" base No oil treatment

(All oil treatments were completed in May 1949)

the resulting tests showed that the ma-
terial was rendered nonplastic by the
addition of 4 percent of cement or
lime. As the agricultural lime could be
obtained at a very reasonable cost from
the Diamond Springs Lime Company
near Placerville, it was decided to use
the rock base material with the addi-
tion of 4 percent lime.

Day Labor Project

A day labor allotment in the amount
of $20,000 was issued to cover the cost
of the work. This was sufficient to
place about 6,700 tons of treated base
material. The first unit undertaken in
November, 1948, consisted of 11 por-
tions, ranging from 150 feet to 2,400
feet in length and requiring a total of
approximately 4,500 tons of base ma-
terial with 3,700 tons actually placed
during November, 1948. Sections 1 Z
and 13 were constructed during 1949.

which was hauled in bulk by truck
from Diamond Springs, a haul of ap-
pro~mately 22 miles, was spread by
means of a Buckeye spreader box. The
lime was rather damp, showing a mois-
ture content ranging from 25 to 40
percent. Including the moisture con-
tent the percent of damp lime added
ranged from 5.0 to 5.5 percent by
weight. The mixture was then bladed
into a windrow along the edge of the
pavement until ready for mixing which
was usually started the following day,
or as soon as time permitted. The mix-
ing was accomplished with the aid of
a pulvomixer and a motor patrol and
four to six passes were generally suf-
ficient to thoroughly mix the materials.
It was then laid out with the blade and
compacted with a roller. A water truck
was on hand for sprinkling if it ap-
peared necessary. The second course
was laid in a similar manner. A pene-

Cost Comparison

Due to the numerous short sections,
11 in all, which required frequent turn-
ing of the equipment, the narrowness
of the road, nonavailability of a detour,
delays due to inclement weather, etc.,
it is rather difficult to present an ac-
curate cost comparison; therefore, no
detailed cost records of the individual
operations were kept on the job. Ac-
cording to Maintenance Superintend-
ent E. Willis of Placerville, the total
cost of placing the rock base in No-
vember, 1948, including the lime but
exclusive of oiling operation, amounted
to $2.56 per ton. However, by making
certain assumptions the cost of the lime
stabilization can be fairly accurately

estimated. This extra expense involves
the cost of the lime, hauling, spreading
and mixing operations.
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Cost of lirt~e at Diamond Springs (wet)________ $3.50
Sales tax at Zyz perce~ 0.09
Haul 22 miles at $0.10_________. ____ 2.10

Cost of lime at jeb per ton (wet weight) $5.79
Assuming an average moisture content of
30 percent for the lime, the cost per ton of
dry lime is:

Cost per ton dry lime FOB Placerville
$3.50 x i30 = $4.5i

Cost per ton dry lime at job
$5.79 x 130 = $1.52

Cost per ton of untreated rock delivered
to job site was approximately_________ $1.54

Cost of lime per ton of aggregate
(0.04) (1.52) _ $0.30

Cost of spreading and mixing the lime per
ton of aggregate was estimated to cost $0.25

Total cost of the lime treatment per ton of
aggregate was equal to

030 plus 0.25 = $0.55

from $i.50 to $4.50 per barrel in Plac-
erville, aprice of $1 per sack is as-
sumed and assuming a cement content
of 2 %Z percent the cost of the cement
per ton of aggregate would be:

(2,000) (0.025) ($1) = 53.2¢, say $0.53
94

The cost of 4 percent of dry lime per
ton of aggregate is:

(0.04) x ($4.55) = 18.2¢, say $0.18

On the basis of the above com-
parison, the saving amounts to about
($0.53 — $0.18) or $0.35 per ton in
favor of the waste agricultural lime.

TABLE IV

PRELIMINARY SAMPLES

a few loads of rock. By visual inspec-
tion this material appeared inferior and
the use of material from this portion
of the stockpile was discontinued. In
general, the untreated base material ap-
peared to be of fair to good quality.
Tests made shortly after the addition
of 4 percent lime (dry weight) showed
a lower P.I. or nonplastic material. The
four samples obtained in April, 1949,
had a plasticity index of zero.

Base Course

The base course, either 3 inches or
6 inches thick (in most cases even
without any bituminous surface treat-

III-ED•93-B

Date

Test number

Treatment

Grading °/o Pass C.B.R.

PI R Val.
Den.
`~'t•

Thick-
ness Remarks

sampled Q
Deft. Dist. / #4 200 5u lu 0.1" 0.5"

cu.
ft. reg.

No. No. No.

July, 48-3070 R-1-E None_______ 79 46 21 b 2 131 136 9
1948 404 A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2% cement_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 497 287 9 80-90 137 0

B - ----- 4% cement- ---- ------ ---- ---- ---- 767 473 NP
404A C ________ 2°~0 lime____ ____ _ ----- ---- - ___ ____ 21S 192 8 77 136 3.b"
------ D ------- 4% lime---- ---- - ----- ---- ---- --- 397 265 NP

------ E ------- 3% cement- ---- - ----- --- ----------- ------ 7
------ F -------- 3% lime---- ---- ------ ---- ---- ---- ------ ------ s
405 48-3071 R-2-E ----------- --- 100 21 ---- ---- ----- ----- ---- -------- ------ ----- Agricultural lime

used in test 3070

Oct., b24 48-4474 R-2-E None _ _ _ _ _ _ 79 43 17 6 3 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7 76 140 4"
1948 b24A ---------- -------- -4% lime---- ---- - --- ---- ----- ------ --- 82 132 2

b25 48-4476 R-3-E None______ 80 43 17 6 3 ____________ 7 77 138 3.5

A --------- -------- 4% lime---- -------------- ---- --------- --- 82 133 2 Lime U b30
B - ----------------- 2% cement---- ------ ---- --- --------------- 95 135 0

C --------- ------- 4% lime--- -------- ---- ------- ------ ------ --- 89 134 1 Lixue U b31

526 48-4476 R-4-E None______ 92 52 20 5 2 ____________ NP 87 138 1

A ---------- -------- 4% lime---- ---- ------ ---- ---- ---- ------ ------ ---- 87 132 1 Lime U 530

530 48-4496 R-5-E ____________ ____ 100 39 _____ Stockpile lime

531 48-4497 R-6-E ------------ ---- 100 85 ---- — — ------ ------------------------ ------ Bagged lime

The only two ingredients for reduc-
ing the P. I. or increasing the R Value
of the base material that would have
been considered for this job were lime
or Portland cement. Generally speak-
ing, the only difference in cost is the
initial cost of the material, as the cost
of hauling, mixing, spreading and com-
pacting would be appro~mately the
same for both materials.
From previous experience on similar

jobs about 1 %Z percent to 2'/Z percent
of cement is usually sufficient to
achieve these results.
With the price of cement ranging

ConcEusion

Preliminary samples submitted prior
to start of construction showed a Cali-
fornia Bearing Ratio in excess of 100,
however, plasticity index test results
ranged from 7 to 9. Laboratory tests

indicated that the addition of 4 percent

of agricultural lime would render the
material nonplastic. Samples of the un-
treated rock base taken during actual
construction showed a P. I. of 7 and
an "R" Value of 77 to 79. Sample No.
U 615 (Table V) which showed a
Plasticity Index of 16, represents only

ment), has stood up satisfactorily dur-
ing the winter of 1948-49 which was
considered one of the wettest. The in-
spection trip in April, 1949, revealed
that the base had hardened consider-
ably and some effort was required to
dig holes for test samples, especially in
Section 2 in which it was difficult to
sink the pick into the pavement. Sec-
tion 11, which had gone through the
winter with only 3 inches of base ma-
terial and no protective oil treatment,
showed some raveling. In Sections 5,
6, 7 and 8 which were completely

...Continued on page 56
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no er oss
~xALi~ un another loss to the Division
of Highways.
E. Q. Sullivan, District Engineer at

San Bernardino, joined the growing
ranks of veteran state highway engi-
neers in retirement on August 3d after
36 years of distinguished service. He
had served for 27 years as District En-
gineer of VIII, embracing San Ber-
nardino County and the western por-
tion of Riverside County. During that
period he directed highway construc-
tion costing $75,000,000.

e^¢

E. Q. Sullivan-1950

d

f.

Mr. Sullivan was requested to tell in
his own words something about him-
self and his public career as a highway
engineer. Here is his interesting narra-
tive:

Born ero San D'ce~o

"I was born in 1887 in San Diego and
went to San Diego High School, com-
pleting high school in 1907. I worked
my way through high school carrying
two paper routes in San Diego; one
route on the San Diego Union and one
on the San Diego Tribune. I also had
a job winding the San Diego town
clock at $ i per week. The clock was
in the courthouse tower and was run

E. Q. Sullivan Joins List of Veteran

Highway Engineers in Retirement

by a heavy weight (about 500 lbs.)
that had to be cranked up with a hand
wrench. I also had a job as "organ
pumper" at the First Congregational
Church of San Diego at 25 cents per
church service.
In the summer of 1907 I went to

work on the Santa I'e Railroad work-
ing out of San Bernardino as "stake
puncher" on a survey party. I planned
to go on to the University of Cali-
fornia, but I had to tivorlc my way
through and, therefore, stayed out one
year, remaining with the Santa Fe until
August, 1908. During this year on the
Santa Fe, I progressed from stake
puncher to chief of a small survey
party. The next summer school vaca-
tion Iwent back to work on the Santa
Fe Railroad and was assigned as in-
spector on construction work. I then
returned to the university for another
term but had to stay out between the
sophomore and junior year for a year
to earn enough money to go on
through college. That year I worked
on the Santa Fe on construction and
relocation work. Most of the time I
was inspector on construction work,
but at times I was in charge of a survey
party.

Graduates From U. C.

"Completing my education at the
University of California in 1913, I was
employed by a private engineer in Los
Angeles (long since deceased). I did
relatively little work for him, but he
placed me on a number of projects that
were designed in his office. I went out

as construction superintendent to build
these projects with day labor forces.
One of these projects was the North
1~2ain Street Bridge in Riverside which
supports a branch of the railroad over
North Main Street. This bridge was
written up in the EngineeYi~ag News
Record a few years ago, and the opin-
ion was expressed that this was the first
reinforced concrete bridge for railroad
use built in the United States. The arti-
cle in the Enginee~~ing News Record
asked readers to send in known bridges
of earlier date, but no response was re-

ceived from the readers of the maga-
zine. This bridge is still in place and in
excellent condition; State Highway
Route 43 passes under it.

Goes to FCollywood

"In the late fall of 1913, I went to
work for "Paramount Pictures" which
was organized at that time. I acted as
their construction superintendent and
had daily conferences with the oper-
ating heads of Paramount. We con-
ferred for perhaps an hour every day

' '`~`~' K

E. Q. Sullivan-7914

at the studios we were constructing.
The operating heads were the well-
known Los Angeles capitalist Gabert,
the famous actor Bosworth, and Jack
London, all now deceased. I grew to
know these fine men very well during
this period and they did not want me
to leave when I went to work for the
State the next summer.
"I believe I took the first civil service

examination given; it was in the fall of
1913 or spring of 1914. I passed this
examination and was offered a job and
accepted at about half the pay I was
receiving from Paramount. Jim Stand-
ley, now Assistant State Highway En-
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gineer, also took the same examination
and was appointed from the same list.
We both went north on the same train,
though we did not meet on the train
or know each other at that time. We
met for the first time when we reported
in Dunsmuir on August 3, 1914. I vas
assigned as assistant resident engineer
under Spencer Lowden, tivho had re-
ceived an appointment about a year
earlier. Spencer had a good previous
background of experience as assistant
county engineer of one of the northern
counties (I believe Shasta County). I
was assistant resident engineer to
Spencer for about three months and
then was appointed resident engi-
neer and was transferred to Tehama
County.

"On September 18, 1916, I was mar-
ried to Rosalind J. Chase. Rosalind and
I were in school together from kinder-
garten through high school. She went
on to Occidental College and I went
to the University of California, but
she took postgraduate work at U. C.
in Berkeley during my last year in col-
lege. Our honeymoon consisted of a
motorcycle trip from Red Bluff to San
Diego. It took five days each way in
those days to make such a trip. The
roads were still mostly dirt roads and
motorcycle traveling was not easy. We
have two children; Edwin F. Sullivan,
who is an engineer in the Reclamation
Service, residing in Sacramento, and
Jean R. Sullivan, who is Director of
Admissions at International House at
the University of California, Berkeley.
Jean is at present on one year's leave
of absence in Europe.
"I stayed in Tehama County for

about nine years, being promoted
finally to assistant division engineer.
During this time, Russ Stalnalcer, Jim
Standley, Harry Comly and I held the
active administrative jobs under Divi-
sion Engineer T. A. Bedford, a fine
person and wonderful leader. The field
worl~ vas largely in the hands of Harry
Comly and myself. I had the south end
of the division. and lived in Corning
and Red Bluff. Standley and Stalnaker
were in the Division Office.

Ido Autos for Engineers

"When I first went to work for the State,
employees were not permitted to have
automobiles in District II. Saddle horses
were at first permitted for transportation,
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The above picture taken in 1915 or
1916 in Tehama County shows one of the
early paving operations with E. Q. Sulli-
van as resident engineer. The picture is
panoramic in showing every detail of the
operation.

Note that on the far, left-hand side
there is a horse-drawn water wagon to
supply the concrete mixer. On the left
side the narrow 15-foot width of pave-
ment clearly shows. 1t looks like one-lane,
but it is really the old original two-lane,
15-font wide Portland cement concrete
pavement. The thickness was four inches
and the mix was 1-2'/z-5.

Note next, the hand tamper with a man
on each end. A "scratch template" can be
seen just in front of the mixer. This was
an invention that appeared simultane-
ously on many jobs. Mr. Sullivan recalls
that he put one on the first job he was on
as resident engineer to the dismay and
surprise of the contractor. The "scratch
template" measures the thickness of the

and horse and buggies were later pro-
vided for resident engineers. The State
called for bids and livery stablemen would
bid on furnishing a horse and buggy.
recall that I succeeded in obtaining a very
beautiful pacer. This animal was reputed
to be the fastest horse in Tehama County
at that time and was raced every year at
county fairs. The animal was a mare
named Molly of beautiful chestnut color
with a white star on her forehead. Be-
tween fairs, she was eating her head off
in the stable and the owner of the stable
was glad to rent her out to some one per-
son rather than to a succession of "travel-

concrete pavement by scratching along
the subgrade and this equipment was, of
course, required on all later contracts.
Note the mixer is asteam-engine mixer
with a boiler; a real antique.

"I recall," says Mr. Sullivan, "on this
particular rig that I insisted that the can-
vas canopy be placed by the contractor.
He was unable to keep a mixer operator
on the mixer long enough to learn the job
because each one collapsed with the heat.
The location was in Tehama County and
the time was midsummer with tempera-
tures well over 100 degrees. The operator
stood with his back to the boiler under the
glaring sun.

"I am seen standing just slightly to the
right of the boiler of the concrete mixer.
Beyond me and along the subgrade are
seen the laborers loading wheelbarrows
with gravel and sand which they ran over
the subgrade and dumped into the skip
of the mixer. The mixer skip is hidden be-
hind the boiler of the mixer."

ing men" who were the usual customers
of the livery stable.

In going to work, the roads were dusty
and no young engineer worth his salt de-
sired to have anyone pass him on the
road. I vividly recall that I quickly learned
to take the reins up short, cluck to Molly
when anyone tried to pass us, and down
the road we would go pacing in a cloud
of dust. Early in 1916 I was permitted to
have a motorcycle which I had to buy
with my own money; this was the motor-
cycle Iused on my honeymoon in 1916.
When the motorcycle was used on state
business, the State allowed l Ys cents per
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mile reimbursement, but I had to furnish

the gas, oil, repairs, and tires. Tires were

the principal cost since they only lasted

one or two thousand miles.

His Banked Curves

"In the early days, the pavements

~~ere 15 feet wide, four inches thicl~,

and 1-2 %2 -5 mix. Superelevation of

curves was not permitted (banking of

curves). I recall that on an early job on

which I was resident engineer I went

ahead and banked all the curves «~ith-

out obtaining my authority from the

division engineer or from the Sacra-

mento office. The chief engineer t~ as

then A. B. Fletcher. County ordinances

usually limited the speed of traffic to

25 miles per hour, and this was the case

in Tehama County at that time; so,

banking of curves ~~as really hardly

necessary.
"After the job was finished a big cele-

bration was held and officials came from
Sacramento, including the Governor.
was very proud of my banked curves as
had received a good deal of favorable
comment from the local people. They were
just like the railroad curves with which
had been familiar in my earlier railroad
experience. I recall, however, an ex-
tremely sharp reprimand, both from the
division engineer and the chief engineer,
who came to the celebration. I was asked
to explain in a formal letter by what
authority I had superelevated the curves.
It was a tough letter to write to "Head-
quarters." (remember that I hoped they
would fire me; I would then have gone
back to Paramount at greatly increased
pay. However, nothing came of it. The
following year all new contracts provided
for banked curves.

New D'ostrict Created

"In coming to San Bernardino as
district engineer on October 1, 1923,
I was told by the new chief engineer,
R. M. Morton, that the object in cre-
ating San Bernardino District VIII was
to relieve Los Angeles District V'II of
the burden of locating and construct-
ing the interstate connections to South-
ern California. At that time U. S. 66,
U. S. 60, and U. S. 80 were the three
interstate connections. (U. S. 91 had
not then been added to the State High-
way System.)
"There were no accurate maps of the

vast desert region between Las Vegas and
Yuma, and my first years as district engi-
neer were spent in intensive study of
routing locations for these interstate con-

This is old plank road across sand dunes near Yuma to which Mr. Sullivan refers in his article

nections. The existing roads were prac-
tically impassable. The only road that
carried any appreciable amount of traf-
ficwas Highway 66. This road was two ruts
in the sand; where the ground was hard,
it was two rows of chuck holes. It required
2'/z days to go from San Bernardino to
Needles, a distance of 240 miles.

Road Through Sand Dunes

"A plank road eight feet wide had
been built across the sand dunes near
Yuma on Highway U. S. S0, but I was
instructed to try to find a better solu-
tion since this plank road had already
grown to be wholly inadequate even
for the slight traffic of 1923. The plank
road was designed to be raised or low-
ered to conform to the shifting sand.
The maintenance cost was extremely
excessive.

"This design was a standard design
throughout the world for similar condi-
tions; no attempt had ever previously been
made to build a road on permanent line
and grade across moving sand dunes. The
solution to the problem was found after
two years of research. The research con-
sisted of construction of a wind tunnel and
a thorough, experimental study of the be-
havior of moving sand. At the same time,
field studies were undertaken and careful
observations and measurements were re-
corded of the sand dune behavior on lo-
cations across the dunes. The solution to
the problem was a combination of proper
alignment relative to prevailing wind di-
rection plus profile elevation relative to
height of moving dunes. At that time, there
was no literature on this subject, and, for
many years, engineers from all over the

world visited District VIII to observe this

road and to consult on similar problems
in their countries. Engineers came from
Egypt, Australia, Chile, Peru, and South
Africa.

Hogh Cost of Old Road

"Before the construction of the high-
way nn permanent alignment and
grade across the sand dunes, the cost
of raising and lowering the old plank
road had reached $35,000 per year,
which was a prohibitive cost for those
days. Freedom from sand trouble on
the ne`v road saved its entire cost of
construction in less than 11 years in
addition to giving highway traffic a
two-lane pavement on modern stand-
ards.
"All of the interstate connections

across the desert have long since been
located and constructed on modern
standards of safe high speed alignment
and grade. These desert connections
consist of about 800 miles of desert
roads from Southern California to Las
Vegas, to Needles, to Blythe, and to
Yuma.
"I have been district engineer in

District VIII ever since 1923. San Ber-
nardino District Headquarters is in the
populous metropolitan area only 57
miles from the center of Los Angeles
City. The district boundary is half-way
between the center of Los Angeles
City and the center of the City of San
Bernardino so that the problems of Dis-
trict VIII have also included heavy
metropolitan traffic out of Los Angeles,
as well as the long desert routes. Recent

...Continued on page 57
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By FRANK B. CRESSY By H. E. BELFORD By HAIG AYANIAN
Assistant District Engineer—Construc4ion Resident Engineer Resident Engineer

~HE HOLLYWOOD FREEWAY 1S often
considered as the most important free-
~vay in the Metropolitan Los Angeles
Freeway System. It is 10 miles long,
extending from Spring Street in the
Los Angeles Civic Center northerly to
Vineland Avenue in the San Fernando
Valley. The 1 %z-mile unit from High-
land Avenue to Barham Boulevard,
then known as Cahuenga Freeway, was
completed in 1939 under a Los Angeles
city contract, financed with city, fed-
eral and state highway funds. Further
construction on this important freeway
was delayed until additional state funds
could be provided, as was done by the
Collier-Burns Highway Act of 1947.
With additional financing made

available, most of the required right of
way has been acquired and cleared,
and considerable construction has been
completed or is now in progress under
state contracts on the Hollywood Free-
~~ay. The two-mile section extending
from the Cahuenga Freeway northerly
between Barham Boulevard and Vine-
land Avenue was completed two years
ago at a cost of $1,500,000. This section
included the grade separation bridge
to carry the freeway over Lankershim
Boulevard.

Four-level Structure

Also completed about two years ago
is the unique four-level grade separa-
tion structure at the junction point of
the Hollywood Freeway with the Har-
bor Freeway and the Arroyo Seco
Freeway. The arrangement at this
grade separation structure is such that
four separate roadway levels pass or
cross one another in a single bridge
structure. This results in economy of
construction costs. In order to function
as a freeway traffic interchange system,
the four-level grade separation struc-
ture requires in close vicinity what
might be called 12 "satellite" bridges.

... Continued on page 18

Co~sTxucTio~ on the Hollywood
Freeway between Glendale Boulevard
and Virgil Avenue, a distance of 1.6
miles, was started on June 22, 1949, by
the N. 1~VI. Ball Sons Company, con-
tractors, and is approximately 80 per-
cent complete.

The work consists of grading and
constructing an eight-lane concrete di-
vided highway, separated by a 10-foot
central dividing strip, construction of
various off and on ramps, outer high-
~~ays and city street connections, in-
stallation of storm drains and sanitary
sewers, construction of a reinforced
concrete box-section pedestrian under-
crossing and various retaining walls, in-
stallation of a complete sprinkling sys-
tem for the entire project, and fencing
of the right of way.

Grading operations are now com-
plete excepting for minor cleanup, a
total of 500,000 cubic yards of earth
having-been moved, of which approxi-
mately 3 3 5,000 cubic yards was waste
material which was hauled to the state-
o~vned disposal area along Bishops
Road, and the balance used for road-
way embankment construction. Wher-
everpossible on the project, excavation
and embankment slopes were flattened
to 2:1 or better in order to provide for
easy planting maintenance.

Heavy Excavation

Construction of the eight lanes of
Portland cement concrete pavement 12
feet wide and 8 inches thick, consisting
of 18,600 cubic yards of Class "B" con-
crete, is 100 percent complete. Installa-
tion of sanitary sewers, storm drain
pipes, storm drain structures, retain-
ing walls and the pedestrian underpass
are appro~mately 95 percent complete
at this time.

This work involved 3 2,000 cubic
yards of structure excavation, 2,680
cubic yards of Class "A" structure

...Continued on page 19

TxE xoLTE of the Hollywood Free-
way,Road VII-LA-2-LA, from errand
Avenue to Glendale Boulevard, 1.6
miles in length, passes through a
densely built-up residential district and
across many important city streets. The
construction, now in the final stages,
connects previously constructed grade
separation bridges including the unique
four-level structure at the junction of
the Holly~~ood, Harbor and Arroyo
Seco Free~~ays. Considerable work is
being done on the various interchange
ramps surrounding and leading to this
structure. The construction was started
on July 12, 1949, by N. M. Ball Sons,
the contractor.

At the present time this contract is
approximately 70 percent completed.
The concrete paving and cement
treated base operations _ are now in
progress and are moving along at a
rapid rate toward completion. All the
underground facilities and installations
have been completed as has the road-
way excavation. Eight 12-foot wide
Portland cement concrete traffic lanes
have been completed from the four-
level structure ~vesterly. It is antici-
pated that the contract will be com-
pleted by the end of 1950 and well
within the specified time limit. The
estimated cost of this project is about
$996,000 exclusive of engineering.

Design of Freeway

The design of the free~~ay provides
for four lanes on each side of the 10-
foot wide division island from the west
to Beaudry Avenue Undercrossing, at
which point the Hollywood Parkway
is reduced to six lanes divided. It has
two additional lanes on each side, di-
verging to form the interchange ramps
at the four-level structure. The com-
plex system of interchange ramps is in
general composed of two-lane road-

... Continued on page 20
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On May 4, 1950, the first concrete was poured for the pavement of wesferly abutment of Glendale Boulevard grade separation

Continued from page 17 .. .

Including the cost of these bridges, the
cost of right of way and the cost of
construction, completed or in progress,
the four-level interchange system rep-
resents an investment of $5,000,000.
Grade separation interchange systems
as costly as this are justified only where
large volumes of traffic must be pro-
vided with easy interchange between
freeways.

Grade Separations

Bet~~een the Los Angeles Civic
Center and Western Avenue, the com-
pleted construction now includes 22
grade separation projects, and there are
three grade separation bridges on
which work is in progress. From West-
ern Avenue to Highland Avenue,
grade separation construction is now
under way at Sunset Boulevard, Wilton
Place and Fountain Avenue, and right
of way acquisition and clearing is ap-
proaching completion. From. Western
Avenue into the Los Angeles Civic
Center, four contracts are no~v under
way for grading and paving. The Civic
Center grading contract was described
in a previous issue of Cali f ornic~ High-
ways and Public Woyks (May-June

1949 issue). The grading and paving
contract for 1.7 miles of the Holly-
wood Freeway from Western Avenue
to Virgil Avenue was awarded 1VIay
1 lth to the Griffith Company, and con-
struction on this unit is off to a good
start.

Exceptional progress is being made
by N. ~1~I. Ball Sons, the contractor on
two adjoining units of the Hollywood
Freeway, totaling 3.6 miles in length.
On the first of these units, from errand
Avenue to Glendale Boulevard, Mr.
Haig Ayanian is the resident engineer.
On the second unit, from Glendale
Boulevard to Virgil Avenue, ~~~Ir. H. E.
Belford is the resident engineer. In this
same issue of Cali f or72ia Highways and
Public Works, progress reports on
these two contracts have been made by
the resident engineers.

Many Economies Eflfected

Because of the fact that the same
contractor `vas low bidder and was
awarded the contracts for these two
adjoining units of construction on the
Hollywood Freetivay, many economies
of operation have been worked out and
much better progress toward comple-
tion has been made than if the work

had been handled by different con-
tractors. The grading work, the cement
treated base construction and the pav-
ing operations were carried out as if
these two units were one contract. The
identity of these two units has become
a matter of bookkeeping only, since
the same construction crew and the
same engineering supervision force are
being used for carrying out these oper-
ations without .regard for the line of
demarcation between the two con-
tracts. As of this date, all eight lanes
of the main freeway pavement have
been completed on both contracts be-
t`veen the four-level grade separation
structure and Virgil Avenue.

First Concrete Poured

On these two construction contracts,
May 4th was a historic date. On that day
the first bucket of Portland cement con-
crete was placed in the pavement at ihs
westerly abutment of the Glendale Boule-
vard grade separation bridge, with the
concrete paving operations proceeding in
a westerly direction. The dramatic moment
when the first bucke4 of concrete spilled
onto the subgrade was pictorially re-
corded by a photographer of the Los An-

...Continued on page 45
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UPPER—Looking westerly along the Hollywood Freeway with the Bonnie Brae Overcrossing in background

LOWER—Looking westerly along the Hollywood Freeway under the Benton Way Overcrossing

Continued from page 17 .. .

concrete, installation of 11,630 linear

feet of concrete pipes of various sizes

up to 60 inches, and the laying of

3,390 linear feet of sanitary sewers.

Construction of PCC curbs, rolled gut-

ters and miscellaneous side~~alk is in

progress and approximately 60 percent

complete.

Sixty thousand tons of imported sub-

base material have been hauled in from

the state stockpi?e nn the Bishops Road
disposal area and placed on the road-

bed, ramps and outer highways, in

varying depths of 1.0 to 1.33 feet.

About 70,000 tons of decomposed

granite imported base material have

been hauled in from the Hollings-

worth Pit in the Griffith Park area

along the Los Angeles River and placed

in the imported subbase material to a
compacted thickness of 8 inches.

Pavement Design

The top 4 inches of the imported
base material under the 8-inch Port-
land cement concrete pavement on the
main freeway was cement treated with
3.5 percent cement, and tests on this
material show compressive strengths in
seven days varying from 495 pounds
to 896 pounds, and an average relative
compaction of 98 percent.

The cement-treated subgrade for
Portland cement concrete pavement
was road-mixed be~veen the side forms.
Pavement side forms were first set to
line and grade and the subgrade cut. to
proper elevation with a Lewis sub-
grader pulled by a D-8 tractor, foilow-
ing which the subgrade was scarified to
the proper depth for 4-inch treatment,

the material windrowed and the. ce-
ment induced with a Simball combina-
tion scarifier-windrow sizer-cement
proportioner machine operating on the
side forms and also pulled by the same
D-S tractor.
The material was watered and mixed

with a Woods model 54 mixer and
spread with a homemade drag, this
equipment being pulled and operated
by the second D-8 tractor. The ma-
terial was then rolled with two 12-ton
3-wheel rollers and then cut to within
one-eighth inch of finished subgrade
elevation with another Lewis sub-
grader pulled by the No. 2 roller when
making its last pass. Apneumatic-tired
roller attached to the rear of a 500-
gallon water truck was used for the
final rolling, this truck furnishing any
necessary water needed in order to se-
cure atight finish on the material.

Mixing type 60-70 emulsion was ap-
plied at the rate of 0.18 gallon per
square yard direct from a small distrib-
utor truck for the cure seal. With the
above equipment operating in a contin-
uous train, the- elapsed time between
first scarifying the material and final
rolling averaged 30 minutes, which
was reflected in the high compaction
and 7-day strength tests.

Weil ~e Comple4ed in October

Pavement concrete was batched on
the project and hauled by trucks to the
mixer. A Koering 37E twin-batch

...Continued on page 53
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UPPER—Portland cement concrete paving ouerations at Edgeware Road Overclossing. Looking east with fire station on left. LOWER—Portland cement concrete
paving operations as viewed looking west from the Edgeware Road Overcrossing

Continued from page t~ ... freeway right of way. In one instance a Grand Avenue, it was necessary to
ways. Acceleration and deceleration pedestrian undercrossing was con- lover the grade of this city street so
lanes are provided where needed. strutted. errand Avenue presented a that ramp grades would not be exces-

In addition to work performed on difficult problem due to the fact that it sive.

the freeway proper, it is necessary to rose abruptly over the west side of Fort The design called for placing of 8
do extensive work on neighboring and 11~Ioore Hill, between Temple Street inches of imported subbase material
abutting streets. Some of the lesser im- and Sunset Boulevard. Inasmuch as en- from a stockpile previously excavated

portant streets are dead-ended at the trance and exit ramps are to connect to from Fort Moore Hill under a prior

20 California Highways
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UPPER—Placing Portland cement concrete pavement on cement-treated subgrade. At Edgeware Road looking south toward Temple Street. LOWER—Portland cement

concrete paving operations looking easterly at Edgeware Road Overcrossing

contract, and stockpiled at the Bishops material was cement-treated where asphalt concrete pavement on 6 inches

Road Dump. An 8-inch layer of im- Portland cement concrete pavement of cement-treated base, on 6 inches of

ported base material was placed over was to be placed. Acceleration and de- imported base material under which

this subbase, and the top 4 inches of this celeration lanes consist of 4 inches of there is 8 inches of the imported sub-
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base material. Approximately 110,000
tons of these materials were hauled in
from sources as far as nine miles away.

Tragic Cared For

Because of acute traffic conditions,
the lowering of Grand Avenue was set
up in the special provisions as the first
order of work to be completed before
any other work could be started, and
public traffic was to be carried through
the construction. During the morning
and evening rush hours, a large volume
of traffic moves over this street that is
an important Los Angeles city traffic
arterial. The maximum cut at the crest
was appro~mately 16 feet and was
made one-half width at a time. The
underground work was extensive, re-
quiring the construction of a new sani-
tary sewer system, new storm drain
structures, changes in gas and water
mains and telephone conduits. It was
also necessary to build concrete retain-
ing walls, stairways, and to adjust
abutting properties to the new lower
,.grade. The reconstructed street was
surfaced with 8 inches of asphalt con-
crete. It is interesting to note that one
of the old pavements uncovered and re-
moved consisted of granite paving
blocks set on an asphalt cushion. All
the work of reconstruction of Grand
Avenue has been completed.

Roadway Excavation

The roadway excavation on this con-
tract, consisting of 290,000 cubic yards,
was performed by conventional meth-
ods with heavy grading equipment.
The only difficulty encountered by the
contractor was the removal of massive
concrete building foundations remain-
ing after completion of right of way
clearing operations. These were dozed
out and broken up by means of an
Emsco pavement breaker, and hauled
to the state-owned disposal aria at
Bishops Road.

Most of the material excavated was a
silty shale which offered no difficulty
to being loaded and hauled by means of
DW-10's, Tournapulls and carryall
scrapers. The cuts tivere designed for
cuts varying from 4 :1 to 1 %Z :1. The
embankments were constructed by the
usual methods, except a portion of the
rolling which was done by a Caterpil-
lar, DW-10, rubber-tired tractor unit

22

converted so that the rear wheels con-
sisted of the drums from a small sheeps-
foot roller. This conversion was made
on the job. Additional weight was
placed over the rear axle so that the re-
sulting load on each tamper foot was
265 psi. This roller was able to make al-
most three times as many trips per hour
zs the usual tractor-drawn roller, and
the cost of this unit was considerably
less than the conventional rig. The em-
bankment slopes were designed for a
minimum of 2 :1, but in some areas
where right of way was available, the
slopes were flattened out to facilitate
maintenance and to use as much of the
excavated material as possible.

Seepage Overcome

A portion of the area around the
four-level structure had been graded
under the original bridge contract, and
the area between this structure and
Sunset Boulevard showed evidence of
seepage in several locations. This was
remedied by means of the underdrains
placed to intercept the seepage above
the roadway and drain it into the storm
drain system. When the trench was
opened up under the Sunset Qvercross-
ing alarge flow of water ~uas encoun-
tered. A 2 %Z -inch pump just kept the
water level constant for the first day,
and then gradually drained the trench.
The cut bank immediately north of the
Sunset Overcrossing and lying across
the end of the construction on the
"A" line on this project, shows ex-
tensive seepage along its base. Tem-
porary measures are being taken to
lead these waters to the storm drains,
and permanent remedial measures will
be taken after this bank is removed, on
a subsequent contract. The the under-
drains installed on this contract in this
area are draining substantial amounts
of tivater, and the roadbed has stabil-
ized.

The existing and new cut slopes
were scarified to a depth of six inches
to provide for the future landscaping
`vorlc.` The contractor built a scarifier
unit ~~hich was triangular in shape and
had along its base the required scari-
fier teeth. This unit was fastened to a
truck-mounted dragline in lieu of the
drag bucket, ~~ith the apex of the tri-
angle attached to the dragline cable.
The unit was then hoisted to the top of

the slope and pulled down, scarifying
as it descended. The teeth were spaced
closely enough so that the soil was well
broken and aerated. The above unit
was then modified so as to be placed on
the bottom of a D-8 dozer blade. The
scarifying was accomplished by run-
ning the dozer in reverse, thus not
leaving tracks on the scarified areas.
There are about 60,000 square yards
to be scarified of which about 46,000
square yards have been completed.

Storm Drain System

A complete storm drain system was
constructed and integrated with the
Los Angeles City system. Approxi-
mately 7,000 lineal feet of storm drain
pipes varying from 12 inches to 42
inches in diameter were placed along
with some 300 cubic yards of Class "C"
Portland cement concrete reinforce-
ment. Existing sanitary sewer systems
were remodeled and revised to fit the
new construction. This work has been
completed.
The pavement on the freeway

proper and on the interchange ramps
consists of an 8 inch Class "B" Port-
land cement concrete slab. The quan-
tity involved is in the neighborhood of
22,000 cubic yards, of which at this
time, more than one-half has been
placed using the latest equipment and
methods. Production has averaged over
850 cubic yards per eight-hour day.
Due to the many bridges and structures
to be crossed by the paving equipment,
the contractor has evolved an efficient
operation in moving. The lost time
usually incurred in moving has been
reduced to a minimum. The cement
treatment preceding the paving opera-
tions has moved along very smoothly,
as evidenced by the time interval of
only one-half to three-quarters of an
hour from the time the water is added
until the final rolling takes place. Ex-
cellent results have been obtained so
far as shown by relative compactions
and compressive strength tests.

Erection of the 6-foot chain link
fence along the right of way of the
freeway has been started and is pro-
ceeding at this time. The contractor
vas forced to start his fencing opera-
tion earlier than usual in order to keep
construction areas clear of privately
owned automobiles parked for the

...Continued on page 23
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~ NEW UNIT OF EAST SHORE FREEWAY IN OAKLAND OPENED
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Motorcycle escorf leads parade of o~cial cars after aedi nth, f i~~!.-- „~r of ~, S1~,_,~ . r~,-,.: <~y i~, Oakland. Hegenberger Road Overpass in background

At 11 a.m. on June lst, Director of Pub-
lic Works C. H. Purcell formally opened
the latest completed unit of the East Shore
Freeway, extending from 23d Avenue to
98th Avenue in Oakland, linking up that
portion of the freeway from 23d Avenue
to Sixth and Oak Streets.

The plans of the Division of Highways
contemplate a freeway from Richmond in
Contra Costa County to San Jose in Santa
Clara County. The section from Richmond
to the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge
has been in use for a number of years.
The portion from 23d Avenue to Sixth and
Oak Streets was opened a year ago.
The total cost of the 22-mile freeway is

estimated at $64,000,000, of which 20
percent represents the cost of right of way.
Dedication ceremonies held on June 1st
under auspices of the Oakland Junior
Chamber of Commerce, were staged at
the Hegenberger Road Overpass.

Following the tape cutting, a caravan
of cars in which rode state, county, and
municipal officials, moved over the free-
way to 23d Avenue.

Guests introduced at the brief ceremo-
nies included George McCoy, State High-
way Engineer; John H. Skeggs, Assistant
State Highway Engineer for District IV; B.
W. Booker, District Engineer for the State
Highway Division; G. L. Beckwith, Director
of Construction on the new freeway unit;

Director of Public Works C. H. Purcell assisted by

Thomas E. Caldecott, Supervisor, 4th District, Ala-
meda County, cuts ribbon to open new freeway to

Traffic

L. A. Weymouth, District Engineer, and
Jack Campbell, Maintenance Superin-
tendent for the State Highway Division.

Others who attended the event included
Claire V. Goodwin, President of the Oak-
land Board of Port Commissioners; Wil-
liam Sparling, new General Manager of
the Oakland Chamber of Commerce, and
a host of state and civic officials. Among
them were Mayor Clifford Rishell of Oak-
land, City Manager John F. Hassler, Ala-
meda County District Attorney J. Frank
Coakley, State Senator Arthur H. Breed
Jr., Assemblyman Luther H. (Abe) Lincoln,
W. H. Park, President of the Oakland
Chamber of Commerce, and city officials
from throughout Alameda County.

E. R. Schmidt was chairman of the
Junior Chamber Committee in charge of
the event. Verne Wallace acted as master
of ceremonies.

~lollyWOOd
Continued from page 22 .. .

whole day. The proximity to the civic
center of Los Angeles where parking
space is hard to find and costly makes
any unfenced areas attractive to motor-
ists attempting to park their vehicles.
This caused awkward situations to de-
velop when it became necessary to per-
form work in an area covered by SO or
60 automobiles. The situation is not to
be relieved until the fencing has been
erected around the construction areas.
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MoTOxrsTS by the tens of thousands
will use the superb highways of Cali-
fornia to travel swiftly and safely to
the California State Fair, to be held in
Sacramento this year from August 31st
through September 10th.
Burgeoning with stellar attractions

and greater than ever, the 1950 fair,
which is destined to top all previous
state fairs, will hold an 11-day birth-
day party to celebrate California's
100th anniversary as a State.

Delivering of the State's charter 100
years ago will be reenacted as part of
the opening day ceremonies on August
31st. State officials and Miss Hallie
Hensley, of Marfa, Texas, a descendant
of a member of the charter party, will
be the principal figures in recreating
this memorable event.

Birthday Theme

In keeping with the birthday theme,
the fair is providing two great cakes.
One, made of plaster and measuring 15
feet in diameter and 13 feet in height,
will be located on the Mall and will be
the scene of many festivities during the
fair. It will be beautifully decorated
with multicolored lights, pioneer fig-
ures and 100 great candles. In its inte-
rior will be a concealed music box.

The second cake, a tasty piece of
pastry weighing 500 pounds, will be
cut and distributed to fairgoers at a
special birthday party at the Open Air
Theater on September 9th, the anni-
versary of Admission Day.

Everything is being made shipshape,
including the roads leading to the fair,
for the hundreds of thousands oP visi-
tors, many of whom will motor to the
state capital.

Nine state highways converge in
Sacramento. These routes, radiating
to the points of the compass, bring a
constant flow of traffic to California's
Capital from the several sections of the
State.

Heterogeneous is the traffic travel-
ing these routes; mammoth trucks,
trailers and semitrailers, built to meet

Thousands Will Travel State
Highways to Atfend Big Show

the varied demands of industry and
commerce; grey busses, swift, slim and
towering; medium-sized trucks and
bob-tailed pickups of every descrip-
tion and carting every commodity;
passenger cars of every make, model
and vintage carrying salesmen, plumb-
ers, mechanics, farmers, legislators,
bankers and doctors, dowagers, sweet
young things, and mothers with a car
full of children. All these and .many
more make up the traffic flowing in all
directions to and from Sacramento, the
Capital City of California.

Nine Sfate Routes to Capital

The nine state routes over which this
traffic floods and ebbs include U. S. 40
to the west connecting Sacramento
with the San Francisco Bay area and
the west side of the Sacramento Val-
ley, by ̀ vay of U. S. 99W; i7. S. 40
toward the east, the transcontinental
highway which crosses the Sierra at
historic Donner Summit; traffic from
the east side of the Sacramento Valley
uses this same entrance on U. S. 99E,
joining with U. S. 40 at Roseville.

From the east also comes the flow of
traffic on U. S. 50—the other trans-
continental highway which enters
California along the south shore of
Lake Tahoe, climbs over the Sierra at
Echo Summit and down to the valley
via the American River Canyon and
Placerville. To the south the principal
state highway into Sacramento is U. S.
99, the central artery of the State High-
way System, connecting the Capital
City with the broad San Joaquin Val-
ley, the vast metropolitan area of Los
Angeles and the entire southern por-
tion of California.

Roads Serve Large Area

Of less significance from the stand-
point of traffic volume, but most im-
portant to the areas they serve, are the
other five state highways which enter
Sacramento.
From the delta lands on the east side

of the Sacramento River, State Sign

Route 24, on the levee, follows the
river and carriers streams of vegetable
produce from the rich delta soil to the
packing plants, asparagus, spinach and
tomatoes—each in its season. Similarly,
State Highway 99 serves as the con-
necting link from Rio Vista and the
delta lands on the west side of the river.
From the northwest quadrant State

Sign Route 16-24 enters Sacramento
over the I Street Bridge, having crossed
from the westerly side of the Sacra-
mento Valley to Woodland and along
the west bank of the river.

The foothill country of the 1~~Iother
Lode to the southeast is connected
with Sacramento by the "Jackson
Road," State -Sign Route 16, which
joins U. S. 50 at Perkins, just outside the
city limits.

New American River Crossing

State Highway 98 is a route which
originally .was taken into the State
Highway System primarily as a "by-
pass" of the city, connecting U. S.
40-99E at Fulton Avenue northeasterly
of the city, entering on the "H" Street
Bridge across the American River and
again joining U. S. 99 at 14th Avenue
in the southeasterly section of the city.
However, this routing has been super-
seded by the route adopted crossing
the American River near Elvas Junc-
tion, as mentioned in one of the fol-
lowing paragraphs, and statutory pro-
visions prohibit the State from making
any further capital expenditures on the
original routing. Maintenance, of
course, remains a function of the State
until the newly adopted routing is
constructed.

All of these state routes are paved
highways, adequate for the traffic loads
they are called upon to carry, ready to
speed visitors to the State Fair or to
the capital on business.

U. S. 40 from San Francisco to Sac-
ramento is a four-lane expressway over
all but 10 miles of its entire length
and construction to four-lane divided

... Confinued on page 55
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i~ e r i m e n Prefabricated Steel Decking

Used for Smoky Gulch Bridge

By W. B. PIPER, Assistant Bridge Engineer

RFCEn~TLY a new type of bridge deck
was used in the reconstruction of a
bridge across Smoky Gulch in the des-
ert area of Riverside County. The
bridge is located about 7.4 miles east of
Indio, on U. S. 60 and 70, which is one
of the main highways going east from
Los Angeles.
The existing bridge consisted of

twelve 19-foot timber spans on timber
pile bents ~~ith a laminated timber deck
surfaced with asphalt. The deck struc-
ture had become badly deteriorated
and the riding surface had become ex-
tremely rough, resulting in a high
maintenance cost. In the face of its poor
structural condition and inadequate
roadway width, a new superstructure
was an economic necessity. Inasmuch
as the existing substructure of the
bridge was in good co-~d~tion, it was
decided .that it would be structurally
feasible and economically desirable to
utilize the existing substructure and re-
place only the deck system.

Are Ex~aerement

As an experiment, the Bridge De-
partment decided to replace the con-
ventional timber stringer and deck
system with prefabricated steel panels.
The original theory, as developed by
the Bridge Department, was that:

(1) By using prefabricated panels the
bridge would be ovt of service during
redecking for a much shorter time than
would result from other methods.

(2) That the initial cost would be favor-
ably comparable to that of a concrete
deck placed on timber stringers; and,
furthermore, would present the pdssi-
bility of full recovery of the deck struc-
ture and re-use in the event of reloca-
tion of the bridge.

(3) That redecking by this method could
be utilized in a half-at-a-time opera-
tion, thus enabling a detour to be dis-
pensed with; and

(4) That if it were necessary to build a
detour the rapid progress of the re-
placement operation would enable
the use of the detour to be cut to a
minimum, thus making a saving in the
quality of the detour required.

'~
n ;t.',

~'

~.

Nearly completed bridge ready for guard rail installation

Applicable to Other Bridges

This experiment was initiated in the
hope that a feasible system of recon-
struction could be developed which
would be applicable to the many tim-
ber desert bridges which are near the
end of their service lives and which
will have to be reconstructed within
the next few years.
"the prefabricated deck was made

entirely of structural steel and each
unit was complete in itself and entirely
independent of the other units. Thus
the individual sections were fabricated
so as to fit any place into the struc-
ture without the necessity of match-
marlcing.
The panels consisted of a steel plate

deck, I-beam stringers, and channels
along the edges of the section, all
welded into standard 7-foot x 19-foot
panels. The floor plate was seven-six-
teenths inch steel supported on two 10-
inch intermediate I-beams with 10-inch

channels along the edges of the panel.
Four by one-quarter inch plate stif-

feners were used at 15-inch centers.
The units ̀ vere entirely assembled in
the shop and were welded throughout.
The design of the panels will sustain
an H-20 loading.

Heavy Truck Traffic

The Smoky Gulch Bridge lies near
the foot of a long 6.3 percent grade,
and carries a very heavy volume of
traffic, a major portion of which is
comprised of heavy trucks. These
heavy trucks travel at extremely high
speeds down the long grade and it was
felt that in this particular location an
attempt to reduce this fast moving traf-
fic over aone-way bridge would be
specially hazardous. Therefore, it was
decided that the danger was too severe
at this location to attempt to redeck
the bridge one-half at a time and a de-
tour was provided.

26 California Highways



An economic study showed that at
this location a detour could be built at
a cost very little over that required to
provide flagmen to control the traffic.
As soon as the detour was placed in

operation the existing timber deck was
removed from the pile bents and an
additional cap was installed. Immedi-
ately thereafter the steel panels were
placed upon the bents. The 48 units
were placed in 2%2 working days and
two additional days were utilized in
bolting the units together and installing
the rail posts and metal guard rail.

Floor Panels Bolted

The floor panels were bolted to-
gether tivith sip %4-inch bolts at each
side and t~vo at each end. The panels
were fastened to the pile bent caps with
four 3/ -inch bolts. Expansion was pro-
vided for by placing a % -inch expan-
sion filler at each end of each span.
The panels were very easy to install.

They weighed less than three tons and
were set in final position by a truck
crane picking each panel individually
directly from the delivery truck. Full
loading can be applied to the structure
immediately after the panels are
erected. It was originally planned that
this feature would lend itself to open-
ing the bridge to full width each night
in the event that half-at-a-time opera-
tion was attempted. However, if the
bridge were to be opened for traffic
each night, it would be necessary to
cut the adjacent timber stringers off at
the center line of the cap adjacent to
the last steel panel which «gas p1_aced, in
order to provide a continuous surface
for the traffic to use.
An all-steel hand rail vas provided

for the structure. The posts were fab-
ricated from 6-inch I-beams nn which
a spring steel metal guard rail was
mounted. There was no curb or side-
walk provided on the bridge. The clear
roadway width was 26 feet 10 inches.
A 3-inch asphaltic surfacing was placed
over the metal panels.

Successful Experiment

As an experiment, the Smoky Gulch
Bridge is regarded as a successful in-
novation. After study of the fabrica-
tion problems and the appearance of
the final design, it is believed that the
makeup of the panels cari be consider-
ably simplified if'they are to be used
in a future design.

Another problem which may prove
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UPPER—Stiffeners used to considerable extent in original design may be considerably reduced in later
applications. Cost of slightly heavier plate will be more than offset by savings in fabrication costs. LOWER—
The 45 degree skew of the pile bents on the Smoky Gulch Bridge required fabrication of special sections.

This special section retains all of the advantages of easy stock piling, handling, and shipping

troublesome is the successful mainte-
nance of the asphaltic surfacing on the
smooth surface of the steel deck plates.
It is believed, ho«ever, that the design

utilized on this structure offers great
possibilities as a mass production sys-
tem of replacing desert bridges.

...Continued on page 49
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FREEWAY AGREEMENT SIGNED WITH CITY OF POMONA

By FRANK C. BALFOUR, Chief Right of Way Agent

or Tu~sDnY, May 16, 1950, the
Pomona City Council passed the neces-
sary resolution authorizing 1Vlayor
Alan G. Osborn to execute the free-
~vay agreement with the Division of
Highways covering the treatment of
city streets in connection with the
routing of the Ramona Freeway
through that city.

Soiree two years ago the City Coun-
cil of Pomona passed a similar resolu-
tion and the then mayor of Pomona
executed a freeway agreement, which
action vas later rescinded because of a
major controversy regarding the rout-
ing of the freeway through the city.
The controversy has finally been ad-

justed after many conferences and
meetings, with the result that the rout-
ing of the Ramona Freeway through
Pomona is the ideal one for the best
interests of the traveling public and
also will represent the best possible
routing to serve the present and future
requirements of the City of Pomona.
On Friday morning, May 19, 1950,

the members of the California High-
way Commission while on a tour of in-
spection of state highways in the east-
erly section of Los Angeles County,
the westerly section of San Bernardino
County, and Orange County, made a
brief stop at the Pomona City Hall

where the Highway Commission and

the city council held a short joint meet-
ing, at which time Director of Public
Works C. H. Purcell presented a copy
of the freeway agreement executed on

behalf of the State of California, to
Mayor Osborn.

This act terminated and brought to
a conclusion satisfactory to the people
of Pomona and to other interested sec-
tions of Southern California, a con-

troversy of long standing, with the

result that there will be no further

delay in the planning and construction

of the Ramona Freeway through the
easterly section of Los Angeles County

and extending on through Ontario,

Upland, and the westerly portion of

San Bernardino County as well as to

and through the City of Colton in that

C011llty.

AS WE SEE IT
BY ONE OF US

The visit of the Highway Commission
and other officials of the State of Cali-
fornia to Pomona this morning marked
not only a gesture of good will to the
Pomona City Council, Pomona Cham-
ber of Commerce and the community
as a whole but the beginning of a new
era of development and progress, ac-
cording to the opinion of many who
witnessed the informal but very signifi-
cant ceremony.

Each passing month will make more
graphic the debt of gratitude which

Pomona owes to the California State

Highway Department. Already only

three days after the signing of the free-

way agreement the three-year eco-

nomic coma which has held dormant

the growth of Pomona is beginning to
break. Plans for construction of new
subdivisions and apartment houses are
in preparation. Investment agencies are
checking the territory. Three industries

have reopened consideration of Po-
mona as a possible plant locdtion city.

This reaffirmation of general faith

in the future of Pomona is the direct
result of the infinite patience of
members of the Highway Department
during athree-year period of negotia-
tions which at times might well have
discouraged their interest in holding
the Ramona Freeway high on the criti-
eal urgency list.

Time after time representatives of
the department came to conferences in

Reprinted From the Editorial Page of the Porn

Pomona in sincere attempts to work out
the problems of Ramona Freeway in a
spirit of cooperation. Even when the
lack of understanding between city
and State was at its worst, there was
no stressing of the power of the State to
transverse the city without regard to
the city wishes. At any time during
those past three years the State could
have proceeded with either a limited
access highway, which would have
poured traffic through our city and left
our citizens the hazard of crossing
without over or underpass protection,
or a freeway with no ingress or egress
ramps for the use of traffic bound to
and from Pomona. But through all dis-
cussions, the department held fast to
the plans which their studies had
shown to be for the best interests of the
citizens of Pomona as well as the State.

It is to their patience and unfailing
courtesy that Pomona owes the fact
that construction will soon start on what
will be one of the most modern park-
ways in the. world. The sincere efforts
of city councilmen, during 60 days of
intensive study of freeway problems,
and the understanding assistance of
Highway Department personnel have
opened the door to a bright future for
our city. Pomona is grateful to her local
public officials and deeply indebted to
the entire personnel of both the State
Highway commission and the Highway
Department.

ona Progress-Bulletin, Published May 19, 1950
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State delivers Pomona Freeway agreement. LEFT TO RIGHT: Frank C. Balfour, Chief Right of Way Agent;

Mayor Alfen G. Osborn; Director of Public Works C. H. Purcell; George Kirkpatrick, President Pomona
Chamber of Commerce
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amino ea Calabasas Job Part of Steady

Improvement of Freeway U. S. 101

~y C. P. MONTGOMERY, Districf Construction Engineer

A~IOnre TxE xiGxwnYS of California,
El Camino Real is outstanding in his-
torical significance. It is the route by
which Christianity and the culture of
Western Europe were brought by
Junipero Serra and his padres to the
country which now forms the Pacific
Coast of the United States.
With the influx of Americans, drawn

to Central California by the lure of
gold and to Southern California and
the San Joaquin Valley by the agricul-
tural possibilities, the tranquil existence
in old California underwent a gradual
change. The ranchos of ,the Spanish
Dons were divided into ranches of the
gringos. In line with these changing
conditions El Camino Real evolved

into a stage road, over which transpor-
tation was provided bet`veen the
Pueblo of Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco.
These stages, built for sturdiness

rather than comfort, pulled by four or
six horses according to the terrain,
were operated on a regular schedule.
Stage stations were so located as to
serve meals for the passengers where
stops were made to change horses, and
larger stations at overnight stops pro-
vided lodging as well as meals and
"liquor, cigars and tobacco."

Old Stage Route

The traveler northward bound from
Los Angeles in the seventies and early

Newbury Park Stage Station in 1887

eighties would leave Los Angeles In
the morning, stop at the Encino station
for lunch while the horses were
changed, probably stop again in mid-
afternoon at Vejar station (now
Agoura) and spend the night at New-
bur'y Park.
Resuming his journey the following

day, a change of horses was made at
Camarillo with another overnight stop
at Ventura. The old Vejar station, a
splendid specimen of adobe construc-
tion, was in good state of preservation
in 1913, but has since been torn down.
The Newbury Parlc station still stands
by the side of the present highway,
minus the porch across the front and

...Continued on page 58
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Freeway Law
Continued from page 1 .. .

of ̀ permanent' in the statute is dur-
able, not perpetual. No one can
predict ho~v long a highway will
serve the purposes for which it was
constructed. The first sentence in
Section 8 upon which plaintiffs rel}~
requires that highways be con-
structed of durable materials to in-
sure afree flow of traffic over high-
ways that are adequate to carry it,
not to compel the perpetuation of
routes that have outlived their orig-
inal usefulness."

On the question of the construction
of the phrase, "permanently maintained
and controlled by the State of Cali-
fornia," the court continued:

"The requirement of .permanent
maintenance is not one of permanent
location. The purpose of this re-
quirement is obviously to insure state

$000 q 3 2 t 0 SOOO FEET

Denoies Grade Separation

The above map shows the proposed highway relocation involved in the case of h'.
"Existing Sfate Highway Roufe 3." Plaintiffs were owners of businesses located on

map-as "Propose

maintenance of the high`vays so that
the burden of maintenance will not
fall upon the counties. This provision
must be read in connection with the
preceding sentence, to the effect that
the counties are responsible for the
interest on the bonds issued by the
State. After the relocation of the part
of Route 3 now proposed has been
concluded the State will still be con-
trol_ling and maintaining the highway
specified as part of the system de-
scribed in Section 4 of the 1909 act,
namely, ̀a continuous and connected
State Highway System running
north and south traversing the Sac-
ramento and San Joaquin valleys

~ by the most direct and prac-
tical mute.' The requirement of per-
manent maintenance does not pre-
clude the State from relocating a
highway and thereafter maintaining
it as relocated. ~ ~ ~ "

In further support of its interpreta-
tion, the court pointed out that the

State Department of Engineering,
`vhich was empowered to .establish and
administer the high~~ay system pro-
videdfor by the Highway Act of 1909,
actually had been created t`~o years
before (Stats. 1907, Chap. 183) and had
been, in the act creating it, expressly
authorized to relocate, as well as to con-
struct, "roads which have (had) been
declared state highways." As the court
pointed out, "there can be no question
that the express authority to relocate
state highways when necessary in the
public interest is one of the `things
necessary and proper' to the mainte-
nance of the highway system author-
ized by the 1909 act. ~ ~ ~ "

In other words, the so-called bond
act roads are in no different category
with respect to their relocation than
other highways in the state system..
This had been the position of the
department's attorneys as well as the
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f Holloway v. Purcell. The present location of Route 3 (U. S. 40, 99E) is indicated as
~n the existing highway. They opposed construction of a freeway indicated on the
osed Relocation."

conclusions of the Attorney General,
whose specific opinions approving ma-
jor relocations ~~ere cited to the court.
Thus, 40 years after it was approved

by a vote of the people in 1910, the
basic highway legislation of California
has been interpreted, as the court says,
"in accord with the administrative, leg-
islative, and judicial interpretation that
it has always been given."
Such major relocations as that on the

Ridge Route between Grapevine Sta-
tion and Castaic, in Shasta County
around Shasta Dam and Reservoir, the
by-passing of Davis, Dixon, Vacaville
and Fairfield, as well as many others
completed and contemplated, all of
which without question can be shown
to be "necessary in the public interest,"
if there ever was any legal question as
to their propriety, are now by the deci-
sion in Holloway v. Purcell fully and
finally validated.

STATE OF CALIFORNIq
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

DIVISION OF HIGHWAYS

SURVEYS FK, PLANS DEPT

PROPOSED HIGHWAY

From North Sacramento Freeway to %2 Mile East of Roseville
Ill-Sac, PI a.-3,17-8, A

Auq.1947

The second major proposition put
forth by the plaintiffs in the Hollo ~vay
case was that construction of free~~ays
in California is invalid.

It was their contention that Article
IV, Section 36, of the State Constitu-
tion, adopted by the people nearly a
half century ago, and providing that
"the Legislature shall have po~~er to
establish a sSTstem of state highways

~ and to pass all laws necessary
and proper to construct and maintain
the same" precluded the Legislature
from authorizing "relocation of any
highway once established under that
section" as well as "construction of any
type of highway not in general use in
1902"!

To this the court replied that the
constitutional provision was designed
"solely to authorize the establishment
of a State Highway System." It refused
to read into it an "unwritten provision"

that ~~ould preclude relocation of
"highways once established" as might
be "required by changed conditions."

Freeways Held Necessary to Modern
Highway System

And, in approving the 1939 statute
providing for a type of high~~ay now
required by "changed conditions,"
Justice Traynor had this to say regard-
ing the California freeway legislation:

"The construction of freeways or
limited access highways is within the
statutory authority of the State
Highway Commission and the De-
partment of Public Works." (Citing
Streets and Highways Code Sections
100.1, 100.2, 100.3.) "In their (plain-
tiffs') view, the Constitution pro-
hibits the construction of any type
of highway not in general use in
1902, when Article IV, Section 36
was added to the Constitution. It is
contended that inasmuch as freeways
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The situation in Holman v. State of California is shown on the above map. Plaintiffs were owners of property of the northeast corner of First Sfreef and the state high-
way (VI-Ker-4-C). They claimed extension of the center division strip across the intersection of First Street dpmaged their property

and limited access highways cut off
access from cross streets and high-
ways, statutes purporting to author-
ize their construction are unconsti-
tutional. That contention is without
merit; it attributes to the California
Constitution a rigidity that would
freeze the highway system into
routes that in time might bear no
relation to traffic.
"The Constitution authorizes the

Legislature to establish a system of
state highways adequate to meet the
needs of the State, ̀ and to pass all
laws necessary or proper to construct
and maintain the same.' The type of
highway that is adequate to meet
traffic needs necessarily varies with
the character and extent of those
needs. Highways adequate for the
horse and buggy traffic of 1902 are
not adequate for the high-speed
motor traffic of 1950. Highways that
satisfactorily connected rural com-
munities have been replaced by

super-highways, parkways, and free-
ways designed to meet the needs of
heavy interurban automobile, truck,
and bus traffic. ~ ~ ~ Their con-
struction is not constitutionally pro-
hibited by a provision authorizing
the establishment of a State Highway
System merely because there was no
need for them when the provision
was adopted.

"We conclude that the construc-
tion of freeways and limited access
highways is `necessary or proper to
construct and maintain' a modern
State Highway System."

The court then went on to say that
"The construction of a freeway does
not, as plaintiffs contend, necessarily
constitute a taking of private property
rights of access without due process of
law." However, the court was careful
to point out that "rights of access re-
stricted by the construction of free-
ways are taken or damaged by the State

under its power of eminent domain
and their taking is compensable under
Article I, Section 14." It should be
pointed out here that the department
has never contended otherwise and did
not so contend in the instant case. Jus-
tice Traynor pointed out further that
the Supreme Court has "repeatedly
held that it is permissible to take or
damage rights of access for which com-
pensation is paid in the construction
of a freeway."

On the question of plaintiffs' asserted
injury to their busineses by relocation
of the highway which, in essence, was
real basis of their complaint, the court
held that while this might be true, it
did not deprive them of any "rights of
access as abutting owners," and that
"construction of the highway past their
places of business gives them no vested
right to insist that it remain there."
What plaintiffs were really contending
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for, the court said, quoting from the
State's brief, was "a changeless road in
a changing world." This, it held, they
were not entitled to.
Thus the well established rule that

diversion of traffic is not a compensable
element of damage in a highway emi-
nent domain case is again upheld in
California.
In their brief, and particularly at the

oral argument, plaintiffs vigorously
contended that the Legislature was
without power to delegate to "a minor
administrative body," such as the Cali-
fornia Highway Commission, authority
to designate and to construct freeways
and that the freeway sections of the
code "improperly" delegated such au-
thority.

This was an important point, since
it constituted an attack upon the valid-
ity of numerous acts of the commission
taken since enactment of the freeway
law in 1939, as well as the expenditure
of many millions of dollars on freeway
projects. But here again the court was
not impressed by plaintiffs' arguments.
It said "The Legislature ~ ~ ~ may
establish a broad statutory rule and
delegate to an administrative agency the
duty of specifically applying that
statute within the frameworl~ of a suffi-
ciently definite primary standard. ̀ The
practice of delegating to administrative
officers or boards powers which were
originally performed directly by the
Legislature is of long standing. and has
met the approval of the highest courts
in this State as well as in other jurisdic-
tions.' ~ ~ ~ An administrative agency
may properly be given the authority to
construct and maintain or to abandon
and relocate highways, to build free-
ways or limited access highways, and
to do anything else necessary to the
maintenance of a State Highway
System.
"The statutes in question require the

commission to exercise its authority
only on ̀ such terms and conditions as
in its opinion will best subserve the
public interest.' That requirement pro-
vid~s an adequate standard to guide the
commission. ~ ~ ~ "

" ̀The Legislature,' the court said in
its concluding paragraph, ̀has adopted
a policy of freeway construction in the
public interest. It has properly dele-
gated to the highway commission the

authority to determine when and where
freeways will be constructed, and it
has properly required that the author-
ity be exercised in accord with the
needs of the public interest. Such a
delegation of legislative power is
valid.' "

In other words, the freeway law is
constitutio~aal.

It may now be said on the authority
of Holloway v. Purcell that whenever
the Department of Public Works and
the California Highway Commission
determine to relocate or reconstruct
state highways, to relinquish or aban~
don superseded portions thereof, or to
establish and construct highways as
freeways, or otherwise to exercise the
powers which the Legislature has dele-
gated to the department and the com-
mission with respect to the state high-
ways, their authority so to do will not
be subject to question, if they act, as
they have in the past, in good faith to
"best subserve the public interest."

The State's brief in the Holloway case
was largely the work of Mr. C. R. Mont-
gomery, late Chief Counsel for the De-
partment of Public Works. His well known
ability to present a clear, incisive, and
powerful legal argument was never better
demonstrated than in this instance. His
appearance at the hearing before the
Supreme Court shortly before his untimely
death may be considered his last import-
ant assignment for the department. He
did not live to know the outcome of this
important litigation, but those of us who
were associated with him for so many
years in the legal work of the department
will always remember Clifton Montgom-
ery when we have occasion to review the
record in Holloway v. Purcell.

The second of the recent highway
cases, Holman v. State o f Cali f ornia, 97
A.C.A. 282, was an inverse condemna-
tion action against the State for dam-
ages to abutting property solely by
reason of the construction of a center
dividing strip on Route 4 (U. S. 99) in

the City of Bakersfield. No question of
the relocation of the highway or of a
freeway was involved.

In the Superior Court for Kern
County, Judge Robert B. Lambert sus-
tained the State's general demurrer
without leave to amend and an appeal
from the judgment ~~as taken to the
Fourth District Court of Appeal. The
appellate court on Apri127, 1950, unani-

mously affirmed the judgment for the

State. A petition for a hearing in the
Supreme Court has been denied by the
latter court.

The situation in the Bakersfield case
is shown on the accompanying map.
Plaintiffs, doing business as the Indus-
trial Power and Equipment Co., own
the property at the northeast corner of
First Street and the State highway,
designated on the map as "VI-Ker-4-
C." They are engaged in the business
of servicing heavy trucks and equip-
ment. The highway involved is, as has
been indicated, of the conventional
type which, for traffic safety, has been
divided, as shown, into opposing lanes
by a center division strip consisting of
a concrete island some 8 inches high
and 6 feet wide extending down the
center of the highway and across its
intersection with First Street. This
dividing strip is the improvement com-
plained of and the alleged damage was
based on the fact that vehicles moving
in a northerly direction on the State
highway may not now make a left-
hand turn through the center strip and
across the southbound lanes directly
into plaintiffs' property, and, likewise,
vehicles leaving plaintiffs' property
may not proceed directly across the
southbound lanes and immediately
make aleft-hand turn to proceed in a
northerly direction.

Whether or not this factual situation
resulted in a compensable damage to
plaintiffs' property was the sole issue
in the case.

The contentions of the respective par-
ties are thus summarized by the court:

"It is the contention of the plaintiffs
(property owners) and of the amici
curiae that the plaintiffs, as abutting
owners, have the right to the use of the
highway in either direction and that
they are entitled to compensation for
any damage occasioned by the con-
struction of a public work or improve-
ment in the highway interfering with
their access to the next intersecting
street in either direction from their
property.

"The defendants (State) contend that
the case involves solely 'circuity of
travel' or 'diversion of traffic' which is
not compensable because no violation
of property rights is involved; that de-
preciation in value, if any, resulted

...Continued on page 46
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ro s i o n O n rO 
Methods Used on California
State Highways Discussed

By H. DANA BOWERS, Supervising Landscape Arc~i~~~~

California, a wrinkled ribbon of land more than 8)0 miles long lying between the high Sierras and the Pacific
Ocean, stretches from the humid forested zone characteristic of the Pacific Northwest to arid northern Mexico, and ranges
in elevation from below sea level to more than 14,000 feet. Climatic variations are extreme, as might be expected, and
erosion control problems vary correspondingly. Many different types of control have, therefore, been found to be necessary.

The purpose of this series of articles is to discuss the variable factors associated with erosion which affect Cali-
fornia roadsides, review the development of erosion control methods by the State Division of Highways, and describe ero-
sion control processes now being employed with reasonable success to stabilize slopes on California state highways. This
is the fifth installment.

It is felt that at least a few of the methods which '~pve proved effective in California may be modified to suit
conditions in other regions. Consequently, descriptions have been made as complete and are illustrated as fully as possible
in order to permit duplication of these methods by nontechnic al personnel.

The erosion problem on agricultural lands is anothe- matter entirely. Since this phase of the subject is adequately
treated in publications of the Soil Conservation Service we w !I consider here only erosion as it directly affects roadsides.

BRUSii WATTLE RflEi'HOD

Txis rs nrT early method used for
stabilizing fill slopes after construction.
Fair control vas obtained with this
method, but it has several distinct dis-
advantages.

All operations must be done by hand
labor. This means that unless a cheap
source of labor is available, such as a
prison road gang, a CCC crew, or
WPA or its equivalent, the labor cost
is so high as to make the cost of
installation prohibitive.

Wattles installed in trenches inter-
cept and hold runoff water. No further
runoff can take place until the trench
is filled with water to the overflow
point. This condition cannot help but
result in saturation of the uncompacted
soil around and below the wattle, with
consequent undermining or slumping
and failure during storms of high
intensity.

ROCK METHOD FOR FILL SLOPE

STABILIZATEON

An effective method used where
practicable for mechanically stabiliz-
ing fill slopes involves the use of rock.
In locations where excavated material
containing sound rock is available
within a reasonable hauling distance,
chunks of rock, the larger the better,
are placed in the outer portion of the
embankment as the fill is made. Por-
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Hard, gullied disintegrated granite fill slope. Construction of log and brush crib at toe of slope is first sfe~s
in repair procedure. (NearWeaverville,TrinifyCounfy)

tions of the embedded rocks protrude
from the fill surface. S?nce the rocks
themselves are not subject to erosion,
the possibility of damage is confined to
the in*erveninb spaces ̀ where the finer
surface material is exposed. This vul-
nerable area may be reduced or even
eliminated if enough rock is available
to overlay the slope surface com-
pletely. In addition to offering protec-
tion from surface erosion, the em-
bedded stones decrease the tendency
toward saturation and slumping which
is so characteristic of slopes composed
entirely of finer materials.

The degree of vegetative protection
required on arock-treated slope de-
pends upon the extent of rock cover-
age. If very little granular material is
visible, seeding plus tree and shrub
planting (provided sufficient "fines"
are present to support plant gro~~th)
~>ill be sufficient. If a significant
amount of exposed material will be
subject to erosion, the straw and seed
method followed by tree and shrub
planting may be required. In any
event, some planting should be done,
not only to improve appearance, but
to arrest the gradual downward move-
ment of stones and gravel which
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Rows of gram,

STRAW OR BRUSH WATTLE METHOD
FOR FILL SLOPE STABILIZATION

AFTER CONSTRUCTION

CuHmgs.

ir~,~

'~5~0~0e

// /N i' i.

~ ~~ /~
f Aft¢r fill is constructed, begmninq at fo¢ ~ i / ~ o~N i i"' i /

of fill, dig a trench approximately 17 wide /~ ~~N / ~ i ~/
and 10' deep followmq the contour / ~ ~g~~,~ ,

2 _Pack leafy brush, strew or a combination of both mto i~ i ~i~N, i / ~ / / / i,
}r cabh about t2"wide and lo' thick end !ay ~t in the //~~~N~ ~ / ~ ~ ~

3 Drrve I'x 2'x 24'± stakes at 2' centers below wattle // ~ ~N~ ~ ~~ / /~" ~ /~ /
and at right angles iu ifi¢ slop¢. /~ i // ~ ~/; // j i ~ j~~ ~~~~i; ~ ~" ~

~4 Pertly cover waHle~ust placed with material ¢xcevetad. CROSS SEC71C1N ~/ ~~/ ~/ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~i
from next trench above. , ~// / / / ~~ / ~ ~/ ~i

5 After wattles are all placed plant living cuthngs not less ~// j ~f ~ ~
than I' in diameter and 2r~' to 30' long at 2' centers
m rows midway between wattles. S¢t cuttmgs in the
ground until they protrude only 3` or 4'

6 S¢ed Bari¢y , Ry¢ grain or Alfalfa in 5' wide rows
dust above and dust below each wattle end broadcast
8~1~10~8~ ~oA ovonlu nvor eurfaro ref cinno
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seems to be constantly taking place on
unvegetated rocky slopes.

USE OF STRAW MULCHES IN SLOPE

STABILIZATION

The function of a straw mulch, as
previously discussed, is to afford pro-
tection to the soil until vegetation has
become established. Lasting qualities of
the straw are considered relatively
unimportant, since after the first grow-
ing season plant growth should be
sufficiently dense to retard soil move-
ment, and the straw protection should
no longer be required. Considerable
latitude is, therefore, allowed in our
specifications as to the type of straw to
be used. Wheat, barley, oat or rice
straw are usually specified as choices,
although spoiled hay (alfalfa, grain, or
wild-grass) would be acceptable pro-
vided it was not rotted or extremely
brittle. Used stable bedding from the
race tracks, consisting of barley straw
mixed with horse manure, was obtained
at a reasonable price by several con-
tractors and used successfully on the
high fill slopes of the City Creek Road
in the San Bernardino Mountains. The
type of straw used in a given locality
is, therefore, governed by availability
and price rather than by variety.

Straw Rollings

Rates of application are related
directly to the number of rollings with
the sheepsfoot roller which are speci-
fied, and the type of soil encountered.
Each pass with the sheepsfoot roller
presses some of the straw so deeply
into the soil that it is no longer visible
or efFective as surface protection.
Highly erosive soils, then, which re-
quire the thorough compaction-which
many trips of the roller will produce,
the consolidating influence of the em-
bedded straw and also the surface pro-
tection provided by protruding straw,
require a higher rate of application
than less critical soils.

Ordinarily, an application of four
tons of straw per acre is specified. This
rate is based upon the quantity of
average quality straw of the variety
which is most often furnished (in our
case, barley) which is required, when
evenly spread over a slope acre, to
cover the average soil to such depth
that after one rolling with a sheepsfoot
roller enough straw will remain ex-
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posed on the surface to afford protec-
tion. The accompanying illustrations
show the normal application of four
tons per acre both before and after
rolling. A rate of six to eight tons of
straw per acre is usually specified in
locations where the degree of com-
paction desired calls for from six to as
many as twelve passes with the roller,
in order to insure that enough straw
will remain on the surface after the
rolling operation has been completed.
Since the sheepsfoot roller will not
compact the soil effectively if the
straw blanket is spread at an appre-
ciably heavier rate than four tons per
acre, the six- to eight-ton covering is
spread in two applications, each fol-
lowed by a thorough rolling.

Unit of Measurement

Short, brittle or very coarse straw
does not cover the slope surface so well
as new long-stemmed straw; and if
only straw of this poorer quality is
available, the rate of application should
be increased until a sufficiently thick
covering is left on the surface after
rolling to offer the protection desired.
The unit of measurement, "tons per

acre," has been found to be the most
practical unit to use. Bales of straw
vary both in size and weight, and the
unit "inches depth" 'is too dependent
upon whether the straw is stiff or limp
or has been baled tightly or loosely.
In all cases where slope surface pro-

tection areas are involved, the terms
"acre" or "square yard" refer to slope
measurement.

USE OF SHEEPSFOOT ROLLER IN SLOPE

STABILIZATION

Several methods have been devel-
oped for utilizing a sheepsfoot roller
in compacting the slope face and incor-
porating the stra`v with the soil.
When rolling 1 %z :1 and 2:1 cut

slopes, a single roller equipped with a
yoke has been connected by wire cable
to the .power-operated drum unit lo-
cated on the back of a Caterpillar
tractor. The roller is lightened of bal-
last to the point where it will roll
down the slope tivhen the cable is slack
but is not so heavy as to cause an exces-
sive load on the power unit when
being pulled back, to the top of the
slope.

The tractor is positioned at the top
of the slope, broad side to the slope
face. The roller is let down, speed of
descent being controlled by the power
unit brake, then pulled to the top of
the slope. After the required number
of round trips are made, the tractor is
moved a distance equal to the width of
the roller and the process repeated.

Rolling Cut Slopes

While this method has been most
often used for rolling cut slopes, it is
also adaptable for rolling embankment
slopes, although more roller ballast
may be required in order to load the
roller to the point where it will roll
down the slope of its own weight in
the looser soil.
When 1 %2 :1 embankment slopes

composed of very loose or granular
soil, such as disintegrated granite, are
to be rolled, it may be necessary to
give the slope one preliminary rolling
before straw is spread in order to com-
pact the soil lightly. If straw is spread
on very loose soil, the roller tends to
push the straw and loose soil ahead of
it on the first downward trip.
When straw is spread on the com-

pleted portion of a fill slope at stages
during construction of the fill, a long
arched extension tongue has been used
to connect a standard two-section
sheepsfoot roller directly to the tractor
drawbar. The tractor is backed to the
top of the slope, the roller being let
down over the edge, and the required
number of round trips are made by
moving the tractor forward, away
from the top of the slope, and back,
for a distance equal to the length of
the tongue.
An advantage of this method is that

the tractor and roller may be used for
compacting fill material without re-
rigging during the period while the fill
is being built up to the next stage.

No Great Problem

Rolling flatter slopes offers no great
problem. Equipment can often work
directly on the slope, and a standard
two-section sheepsfoot roller hitched
directly to a tractor has been used to
roll the slope longitudinally.
A truck crane has also been used to

roll low cut and fill slopes lengthwise.
T«-o cables are attached to the roller,
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one to control the position of the
roller on the slope and the other to
pull it. Care must be taken with this
method so that the axis of the roller
is at right angles to the direction of the
pull, since a skewed roller has a ten-
dency to pick up straw from the sur-
face of the slope.

High fill slopes can be effectively
rolled with a heavily weighted two-
section sheepsfoot roller, provided a
cable winch of sufficient power and
braking capacity is available. A truck
crane has proved very efficient for
rolling slopes of as much as 300-foot
length in the mountains of Southern
California.

After straw is spread, the roller,
connected directly by cable to the
winch, is stationed at the top of the
slope and allowed to roll to the bottom
by its own weight, the speed of descent
being controlled by the winch opera-
tor. It is then pulled back to the top
of the slope and the cycle repeated
until the required number of round
trips of the roller have been made.
The crane boom cable is then hooked
to an eye attached to the roller frame,
the roller hoisted free of the slope, the
truck moved forward a distance equal
to the width of the roller, the boom
cable unhooked, and the rolling re-
sumed.

REPAIR Of FAILURES ON NEWLY

STABILIZED SLOPES

A few failures are almost inevitable
during the first winter after installa-
tion of any type of slope stabilization
treatment. The extent and seriousness
of these failures is usually directly re-
lated to the intensity of the first storm
of the season, which occurs before
vegetation has started growth and
before the soil has become completely
consolidated. Prompt and effective re-
pair of sections which have failed is
extremely important, since no further
loss of soil then takes place and the
repaired area becomes stabilized dur-
ing the remainder of the rainy season.
The most frequently observed type

of failure is surface slippage. If the slip
starts at the top of the slope or near

the top, it is likely that seepage or
percolation of water from above
through a porous layer of subsoil is
causing the damage. This percolation
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Brush is placed in gullies before back~ll material is spread on slope face. Note log and brush crib at toe

of fill. (Near Weaverville, Trinity County)

may be intensified by standing water in
a poorly graded intercepting ditch or
leakage through cracks in a paved
shoulder or drainage ditch. Small
amounts of runoff water of insufficient
quantity to cause gullying may also
cause this type of failure. Since satura-
tion in this case is caused by water
which originates elsewhere than on the
slope face, a necessary preliminary to
repair is correction of the defective
drainage condition.

Causes of Slips

Slips which start on the lower two-
thirds of the slope, or below, are
usually caused by saturation of the
soil due to lack of sufficient compac-
tion before the rains start. On cut
slopes, insufficient roughening of the
subsoil before topsoil is applied some-
times increases the tendency toward
s]ippage. Since this condition cannot
be corrected after the slippage has
occurred, and since rainfall which has
caused the damage has also compacted
the portions of the slope which have
not failed to the point where further
failure is unlikely, corrective opera-
tions can be restricted to simple repair.

If failures appear on cut slopes
which have been given Type "C"
stabilization treatment, the area from
`which surface soil has slipped need not
be backfilled with topsoil as part of
the repair process. Sufficient topsoil
particles are usually left to support
some plant gro~~th, and a replacement

layer of topsoil would be subject to
the same conditions which caused the
original failure. Furthermore, any cul-
tivation of the exposed subsoil is con-
sidered unnecessary, since loose soil
would then be subject to saturation
and possible loss.

Repairing Slip Damage

The most economical and satisfac-
tory method for repairing surface slips
has proved to be fertilization and heavy
seeding of the exposed subsoil and the
application of a straw mulch, held in
place, if necessary, by a few shovelfuls
of loose soil. The sooner this method
is employed, after failure, the better,
since moisture already in the soil will
germinate the seed and the straw cov-
ering will retard further soil loss.
Cereal grain seed is used for this pur-
pose because it will germinate quickly
and successfully beneath a straw
mulch, is easily obtainable, and is
inexpensive. This treatment may be
supplemented by planting cuttings of
ground cover plants or shrubs.

Extensive gullies sometimes appear
on highway slopes, caused by a con-
centration of runoff water from above
due to berm failure, plugged down-
drains or inadequate diversion ditches.
After the condition causing the con-

centration of water has been cor-
rected, moderate-sized gullies may be
repaired as described above. If the
gully threatens the traveled way, back-
filling is sometimes necessary, and in
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Reworking fill slope face with bulldozer and installing brush layers. (Near Weaverville, Trinity County)

this event care should be taken that
the backfill material is well compacted
during application.

Rills which develop on a recently
constructed slope which has not been
covered with straw may be treated
with seed alone, or straw and seed if
the soil appears to be extremely erosive.

Since most of these repaired areas do
not fail during the storm following
treatment, the necessity for repair
work lessens year by year, until com-
plete control is established.

REPAIR OF OLQ ERODED SLOPES

Light cultivation of the compacted
soil is a necessary preliminary to suc-
cessful repair of old eroded slopes
which do not require rebuilding. If
seed is sown on uncultivated and gul-
lied soil, the seed tends to concentrate
in pockets in the bottoms of the gullies,
and a large proportion rolls to the bot-
tom of the slope and is lost. The culti-
vating operation creates a more favor-
able condition for seed germination,
and also smooths out irregularities and
breaks up channels of concentration in
the Bullied slope.

Cultivation should be followed by
fertilization, seeding and the applica-
tion of an adequate straw mulch.
Thereafter, the slope should be given
routine maintenance, repairs being
made as soon as failures become evi-
dent.
On soil slopes, it has not been found

necessary to tie the straw covering
down with pegs and twine or wire to
prevent serious loss by wind action.

In a few days the unsecured straw
blanket seems to settle and mat and is
then able ro withstand winds of con-
siderable velocity without damage.
This settling may be accelerated and
seed germination hastened by sprin-
lcling the straw with `eater after
spreading. As soon as the seed ger-
minates the straw is held securely in
place, so the cost of pegs and ties
simply to prevent possible loss of straw
between the time of application and
the time of seed germination is not
considered justified. A large quantity
of straw can be replaced for the cost
involved in holding the blanket in
place mechanically.

Storms Present Problem

Successful repair work on old
eroded fill slopes in localities subject
to storms of high intensity, as in the
mountains of Southern California, is
likely to be a long-term proposition.
If the seasonal rainfall is favorable dur-
ing the first year after installation,
almost complete control is possible
with a treatment consisting of culti-
vation,fertilization, straw mulch, grain
seed and a thick planting of willow or
Baccharis viminea cuttings. If heavy
storms come before the seed and cut-
tings have become established, failure
of portions of the treated slope can be
expected, the extent of failure being
dependent upon the intensity of the
storm. A continuing program of fail-
ure repair is, therefore, necessary until
vegetation has become completely
established, after which time mainte-

nance activities can usually be re-
stricted to correction of defective
drainage conditions as they appear.
The present-day cost of labor is so

high that hand smoothing of slopes
and installation of wattles is not con-
sidered economically feasible. The less
elaborate methods of treatment de-
scribed above are believed to be as
effective in the long run if proper
maintenance is forthcoming, and are
certainly much cheaper to install than
the wattle treatment.

Treatment of Slipouts

Large gullies or slipouts in fill slopes
require more extensive treatment, since
it is usually necessary to replace the
material which has been lost in order
to safeguard the roadbed.
The accompanying illustration

shows a slope which is so badly
gullied that repair is necessary. This
soil, when dry, sets up so hard that
it is almost impossible to walk on the
slope. It is obviously unreasonable to
assume that loose soil, end dumped
upon a slope like this and given no
fiirther treatment, can be expected to
remain in place during the following
rainy season. Compaction or the utili-
zation of some means of keying the
loose backfill material to the slope
surface until consolidation has taken
place is essential in order to insure
effective repair.

If maintenance funds are restricted,
and gullies are not too large, the repair
method can be relied upon. to provide
control in from two to three seasons.
A crib of logs and coarse brush is

constructed at the toe of the fill in
order to provide a solid foundation
against which backfilled material can
settle. Loose brush is then placed in
the slope gullies and covered with a
moderately thick layer of backfill
material. Additional brush is spread
over the surface and covered with soil.
This process is repeated until the
original fill contour is restored. Sur-
face protection of the type justified
by the soil and locality is then applied,
and seed and cuttings of suitable plants
are planted during the following plant-
ing season.

Baekfill Material

Since the backfill material is not
compacted by this method, we must
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expect saturation, settlement and even
slumping, to the extent allowed by the
consolidating influence of the buried
brush, during the rainy season follow-
ing treatment. The area afFected by this
settlement is usually near the top of the
treated section, however, and can be
backfilled and treated as described
above without disturbing the growth
of vegetation on the unaffected portion
of the slope. A third treatment, follow-
ing the next rainy season, is sometimes
necessary in order to compensate for
further settlement of the backfill
material, but under average conditions
very small areas are involved and the
cost is not high.

If gullies are so large and the danger
to the roadway so great that the fill
slope must be fully restored immedi-
ately, the method illustrated here is
recommended.

COiVCLUSIONS

The most successful erosion control
methods have proved to be those which
reproduce most closely conditions which
are to be found on natural slopes.
Mechanical or unnatural methods of con-
trol, while sometimes immediately effec-
tive, deteriorate with time and show up
poorly in the long run as compared with
methods that foiiow natural vegetative
processes. If we work with Nature, erosion
control problems are simplified and the
probability of success becomes more cer-
tain than if we disregard the examples of
successful natural stabilization to be found
on every hillside and proceed to attack
the problem from a mechanical angle.

By artificially speeding up the stabiliza-
tion process, thereby creating conditions
in one season which Nature could not
duplicate in several years, we find that we
can shorten the time required for complete
control.

Much of the value of slope stabilization
treatment is lost unless proper mainte-
nance can be given during the all-
important first and second years after
installat9on, and as required thereafter.
Cost of timely maintenance is not high,
but neglect can bring about increased
and unnecessary expenditures due to the
necessity of cleaning gutters and repair-
ing gullies which threaten the traveled
way, and of frequently rebuilding por-
tions of roadways at fill locations.

Flatter Slopes Gavored

Highway construction standards now
encourage the use of flatter slopes in ero-

lion-prone soils. Flatter slopes allow the
use of thicker blankets of topsoil which
can support a more vigorous growth of
vegetation without tending to slump when
saturated. Control problems are eased
considerably, and the need for mainte-
nance reduced.

As new successful erosion control proj-
ects are completed and the consequent
reduction in maintenance cost for repair
of erosion-caused damage becomes more
evident, highway employees are taking a
greater interest in the program. Highway
engineers have been particularly cooper-
ative in developing methods which would
be both practical and effective, and high-
way maintenance forces have become
more conscious of the value of prevention.
There is still a decided need for continued
educational work, however, especially in
regard to effective methods for repair of
old eroded slopes, and it is believed that
eventually this work will be done as a
matter of course.

Work Will Continue

Experimental work will be continued.
Even though it is felt that considerable
progress has been made, too many ques-
tions remain unanswered and too many
partial failures result from high-intensity
rains to allow us to believe that the most
effective methods have yet been devel-
oped.

Th9s method involves reworking the en-
tire outer surface of the affected portion
from the bottom up. A log and brush crib
is first constructed at the toe of the fill to
offer a solid foundation against which the
soil can be compacted. Backfill material
is furnished from the top, end a tractor
equipped with a bulldozer is used to
spread, compact and shape this material

to the original fill contour. Brush layers

are installed at suitable intervals as the

fill is built up. (See brush layer method

detail sheet.) The completed slope is then

given surface protection, including a

thorough rolling, if possible, and suitable

seed, plants and cuttings are planted at

the proper time.

THE END

Reprints of the entire series of articles by
Mr. Bowers, including specifications, will be
available at an early date.
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w'~ ~ O I ~ lmprovAralents on Sign Roufe 37 Look
U To Fufure Four-Lane Divided Highway

By C~IAS. SCHEME!,, Resident Engineer

TxE FixsT seven miles of State Sign
Route 37, known as the Black Point
Cut-off, runs in a northeasterly direc-
tionfrom the Redwood Highway, U. S.
101, at Ignacio in Marin County, to a
junction with the Sears Point Cut-off,
State Sign Route 48, at Sears Point.

From this junction the Black Point
Cut-off branches off northerly to the
Sonoma and Napa Valleys, while the
Sears Point Cut-off branches off in an
easterly direction toward Vallejo and
the American Canyon Route to Sacra-
mento and interior points.

This seven-mile section of the Black
Point Cut-off, therefore, carries the full
traffic load bound to and from the
Golden Gate Bridge and A~arin County
to the Sonoma-Napa-Vallejo areas and
beyond.

Commuter traffic to the U. S. Air
Force base at Hamilton Field in Nlarin
County, and the ~Ylare Island Navy
Yard base at Vallejo, add considerably
to this traffic.

Road Csraded in 1976

This section of road was originally
graded to a width of 24 feet in 191G,
that portion over the tidelands being
constructed from material excavated
from borrow pits immediately adjacent
to the roadbed. An 18-foot width as-
phalt concrete pavement was placed on
this grade in 1922.

The section of the old road t~rou~h
the foothills near Black Point in Nlarin
County, and near Sears Point in So-
noma County, contained limited sight
distances and steep grades which were
standards at that time.

With the construction of the Golden
Gate Bridge and general development
of the North Bay area, the steep grades
and sharp curvature, with limited sight
distances, caused serious traffic conges-
tion on this section of roadway.

The deep borrow pits paralleling the
roadway also added to the accident
hazard.
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UPPER—Son-208-A. Shoulder widening on Sears Point Cut-ofi from excess excavation. LOWER—Son-8-A.
Junction Black Point and Sears Poinf Cut-offs on relocated line looking north. Old road on right

In preparation of the 1948-49 Budget, route was given favorable considera-
the improvement of portions of this tion by the California Highway Com-
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mission, and funds were voted for im-
provement of that portion of the route
between Ignacio and the Petaluma
Creek Bridge in 1'~Zarin County.
Funds for that portion of the roi~~e

from the Petaluma Creek Bridge to
the Sears Point Junction in Sonoma
County were included in the 1949-50
Budget.
The improvement of the sec~ion in

l~~arin County was let to contract con-
struction in December, 1948, Parish
Brothers of Benicia being the success-
ful bidders.

This contract consisted of a reloca-
tion of the road through the range
of hills just west of Petaluma Creek,
where a cut 100 feet in depth required
movinD some 350,000 yards of earth-
worlc to construct the grade.

Steep Grades Eliminated

The roadbed was graded fora four-
lane divided freeway section, of which
two lanes 0.8 mile in length on the new
location were surfaced to accommo-
datepresent traffic.
Surplus material from the excavation

was used to construct the embankment
for two additional lanes of a future
four-lane divided freeway across the
2 % -mile marshland area between Igna-
cio VVye and the foothills.
While this new location is only 0.1

mile shorter than the old road, it elimi-
nates steep grades and the 200-foot
radius curve at the westerly approach
to the Petaluma Creek Bridge.
Work on this contract was com-

pleted in January, 1950, at a cost of
$526,000, of which X116,000 was for
purchase of right of way and for clear-
ance of utilities and obstructions.
A second contract, covering t.ie

work from Petaluma Creek to Sears
Point Junction, was started in October,
1949, by Piambo Construction Com-
pany of San Francisco, and will be com-
pleted in the fall of 1950.

Future Foyer-lane Highway

The work in general is similar to that
completed in Marin County, material
from the 75-font cut near the north-
easterly end of the project being used
to construct the roadbed for future
development of a four-lane divided
roadway across the 2.7 miles of re-
claimed tidelands to the southwes*.

The new alignment through the hill at
Sears Point will be paved to provide a
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UPPER—Completed section of Black Point Cut-ofl, Mrn-1-A, looking north. Graded secfion for future divided
freeway on the left. LOWER—Completed section of Black Poin+ Cut-off, Mrn-1-A, looking north at new

approach to Petaluma Creek Bridge

four-lane divided highway 1.2 miles in The excavation from this relocation
length, with asix-foot minimum curbed also provides sufficient material to per-
division strip and a channelized intersec- mit widening of the narrow shoulders
tion at the junction of the Sears Point on the Sears Point Cut-off from theirCut-ofF. 

existing 3-foot width to a 10-foot
The 4.6 percent maximum grade and Width, between the Sears Point Junc-5,000-foot radius curve replaces the exist- 

tion and the district boundary at So-ing 6.5 percent grade and several 500-
foot radius curves and long sections of noma Creek.
nonpassing sight distance. The Sonoma County project is esti-

The plant-mix pavement on both of mated to cost $684,000, of which
these projects is placed over a cement $84,000 is for right of way and clear,
treated base. ance of utilities and obstructions,
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eve reeved
OrrE of the main events of the Shasta
County Centennial Celebration, mark-
ing 100 years of progress in Shasta
County, was the dedication of the new
limited access freeway on Pacific
Highway U. S. 99 between Cotton-
wood and Redding.
At a ceremony on June 15th spon-

sored jointly by the chambers of com-
merce of Redding, Anderson and Cot-
tonwood, Frank B. Durkee, Deputy
Director of Public Worlcs and guest of
honor, officially dedicated this modern
highway which will be completed this
year at a total cost of more than three
million dollars.
In connection with the dedication

ceremony prior to the ribbon cutting,
close to 200 local citizens attended a
luncheon at the Anderson Fairgrounds
honoring Mr. F. W. Haselwood, re-
cently retired district engineer. In-
cluded among the luncheon guests
were state, county and city officials,
members of the. various local chambers
of commerce and service clubs, and
prominent civic leaders.

Gillis Pron~ipal Speaker

Assistant State Highway Engineer
R. M. Gillis was the principal speaker,
and in paying tribute to Mr. Hasel-
wood, traced his entire 38-year career
with the State, and pointed out his
foresight in the planning of the Cotton-
wood-Redding Freeway. He told of
the tremendous growth in population
and motor vehicle registration in the
State during this period, and men-
tioned with pride the fact that Califor-
nia is second to none in modern high-
way development. He stated that since
1932, when Mr. Haselwood came to
District II, there has been spent within
the district $19,000,000 on highway
maintenance and $40,000,000 on ne~v
developments.
As one of the highlights of the lunch-

eon William A. Quinlan, Chairman of
the Roads and Highways Committee
of the Redding Chamber of Com-
merce, on behalf of the chamber of
commerce presented 1~Ir. Haselwood

Unit Between Cottonwood and Reddang

In Shasfa Covnt~ Is Dedicated

William A. Quinlan presents to F.W. Haselwood, retiring District Highway Engineer, a resolution adopted
by the Redding Chamber of Commerce commending him for his long service

with a framed resolution commending
him on his faithful service and many
fine achievements. Mr. Hasehvood re-
plied that, after having performed
work that he liked for 38 years, it was
very gratifying to find out that so
many peop:e liked what he had done.

Tras9c New Qistrict Engineer

Senator Edwin J. Regan, from Trin-
ity County, in a brief address intro-
duced 1~~Ir. James W. Trask, successor
to ~\~Ir. Haselwood as district engineer.
Mr. Trask expressed the sincere hope
that the new highway being dedicated
would successfully fulfill one of its
main objectives, the reduction of acci-
dents and a saving of lives.

The dedication of this section of
highway was a very fitting ceremony
in connection with the centennial cele-
bration. Almost the entire length of the
project lies within the old Rancho San
Buenaventura, an original Spanish land
grant to 1Vlajor P. B. Reading, early
pioneer and prominent figure in Shasta
County history during the 1850's. It
~~as in Clear Creels, not far from the
site of a modern bridge on the new
project, that 1~~Iajor Reading first dis-
co~Tered gold in Shasta County in 1848.
This new multilane divided highway is
indeed a far cry from the old Califor-
nia-Oregon road, main artery of travel
of the pioneers and established by them
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in the 'fifties. The present high`vay
crosses this old pioneer road in the
vicinity of Spring Creek north of An-
dersor~, where evidence of the histori-
cal wagon road is still visible.
The first unit of construction be-

tween Cottonwood and Anderson was
completed in December, 1948. (See ar-
ticle in March-April issue of Cali f oM1~nia
Highways and Public Wos~ks.) The
second unit, completed in June this
year, included construction of a four-
lane divided highway and a 32-foot
wide frontage road through the Town
of Anderson, and construction of the
southbound lanes between Anderson
and Clear Creek, midway to Redding.
The accompanying article by W. Z.
Hegy, resident engineer, describes
construction of this unit.
The third and final unit now under

construction includes reconstruction
of the existing highway between An-
derson and Clear Creek to form the
northbound lanes, and construction of
an additional bridge across Clear Creek
and widening of the existing bridge.
The completed facility will provide a
modern four-lane divided limited free-
way for the total 12 miles between
Anderson and Redding, and will be a
welcome relief to the motorists who
have been traveling the old narrow and
very congested road bet~~een these
two rapidly growing towns.

l~lo Parking
Continued from page 6 .. .

not take effect for 30 days, most
drivers obeyed it in advance. Within
a few days, the number parking along
the street was noticeably less and that
number steadily dwindled through the
waiting period. After the signs were
installed, obedience has been almost
universal, and the need for enforce-
ment slight. During the first month,
police issued nothing but warning cita-
tions and surprisingly few of them. In
all respects the change has met with
almost universal pubic favor.

Driving tests made before parking
was prohibited indicated an average
speed of 23 miles per hour through the
entire length of the 46-foot wide
street, with the most congested section
having an average speed as low as 19
miles per hour. Later tests, without

...Continued on page 53

Construction of Freeway Secfion on U. S. 99
Between Anderson and Redding Completed

~y W. Z. HEGY, Resident Engineer

As ~~r additional step in the improve-
ment of Pacific Highway U. S. 99 be-
tween Cottonwood and Redding, a
highway contract is approaching com-
pletion tivhich will replace the present
two-lane highway constructed in 1921
between Anderson and Clear Creek.
The project begins at the southerly

limits of Anderson and parallels- the
existing road on the east side to Clear
Creek for a total distance of six miles.
The contract is the second in a series

of three construction projects which
will replace a narrow and obsolete
highway between Cottonwood and
Redding.
The original pavement was placed

by H. J. Kaiser Construction Company
in 1921 and consists of abar-reinforced
Portland cement concrete slab 15 feet
wide with subsequent widening with
three-foot plant-mixed shoulders.

Maintenance Problem

The pavement has withstood usage
remarkably well, considering the lack
of subgrade material of good bearing
value, the pavement, in general, having
been laid on roadway subgrade consist-
ing primarily of clayey material.

However, the heavy loads applied
by commercial vehicles comprising
freight transports, lumber trucks and
logging trucks hauling to local mills
have created a problem of daily main-
tenance on the concrete and subsiding
shoulders.
In addition, the highway facility has

become inadequate to provide unre-
stricted flow of traffic which has in-
creased from a daily volume of 3,700
vehicles in 1940 to a present-day vol-
ume of 8,500.
The project consisted of construct.-

ing a graded roadbed, placing imported
borrow to a minimum depth of 1.25
feet, constructing asix-inch thickness
of cement-treated base and placing a
three-inch course of plant-mixed sur-
face of open-Graded and dense-graded
material.
In general, the terrain is level and

opportunity for drainage development
poor.

Seepage From Canal

Approximately paralleling the high-
way project for its entire length is the
main canal of the Anderson-Cotton-
wood Irrigation District. This canal lies

Completed section of new freeway in Anderson. Frontage road on left
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This is another completed section of the freeway in Anderson looking south, with frontage road on right

on higher ground than the highway
and consists of an unlined channel, sub-
stantial portions being uncompacted
embankment sections.
The resulting seepage from the canal

during the irrigating period that ex-
tends from April to November satu-
rates the adjoining land to the extent
that, during construction operations,
the water table was encountered in the
subgrade one to t~vo feet below the
natural ground surface.
In addition, irrigation runoff from

the abutting ranches, which was for-
merly handled by an intercepting ditch
westerly of the old highway, flooded
grading operations at a time of year
when ideal ground conditions for grad-
ing are normally anticipated.

Drainage System

The result was that a greatly ex-
panded drainage system had to be pro-

.~ .

,:

Irrigation canal under construction

vided and subdrains placed longitudi-
nall~~ under the roadbed through many
sections to protect the newly con-
structed highway. A total of 9,700 lin-
eal feet of subdrains, ranging from 12

Irrigation canal completed

to 24 inches in diameter, was placed to
draw off ground water from the sub-
grade.
The southerly portion of the con-

tract lies in the To~~n of Anderson; in
this vicinity, for a length of 3,000 feet,
has been constructed alimited-access
freeway.
On the east the highway is paralleled

by the Southern Pacific Railroad.
Seven business blocks fronted the

existing highway on the west side, four
of tiuhich were highly developed.
Through these seven blocks a lim-

ited-access highway was constructed
which provided two lanes for north-
bound and two lanes for southbound
traffic with eight-foot emergency
parking shoulders.

...Continued on page 49
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Improvement of U. S. 50 From Meyers to

o ~ O Mays in Lake Tahae Area Under Way

PxoJFCr California Forest Highway
32-L, Placerville -Lake Tahoe, no«~
under way, covers the construction
to modern standards of a part of
U. S. Highway 50, a main transconti-
nental highway. The project begins
about % mile west of Meyers, Cali-
fornia, at the foot of the recently com-
pleted "Meyers Grade" and extends in
a northerly direction approximately
5.0 miles to 1~~Iays, commonly known
as Tahoe Valley Wye.

The proposed improvement consists
of grading, placing 4-inch compacted
base course, and 3-inch compacted
bituminous plant-mix surfacing with
flush seal coat. The roadbed is being
surfaced to a width of 32 feet which
~~~ill provide two 11-foot traffic lanes
and 5-foot shoulders. Location survey
for the project was made during the
summer of 1944. The alignment for the
new highway traverses relatively easy,
flat to rolling terrain permitting high
standards for alignment and grades.
1Vlinimum radius curve is 900 feet and
maximum grade is 5 percent. A~Iinimum
nonpassing sight distance is 370 feet.
These standards will permit safety at
normal maximum driving speeds.

Under joint agreement between the
California State Highway Department,
U. S. Forest Service, and U. S. Bureau
of Public Roads, funds for the con-
struction of the project were pro-
~ramed from Fiscal Year 1951 Fed-
eral Forest Highway funds. The
project was advertised by the Bureau
of Public Roads on April 17, 1950. Bids
were opened on May 9, 1950. Six bids
were received ranging from the low
bid of $148,801.40 submitted by Harms
Brothers, contracting firm from Sacra-
mento, to a high bid of $212,928. The
contract for construction of the proj-
ect vas awarded to Harms Bros. and
contract time began on May 23, 1950.
Work in progress at present consists of
clearing and some grading work. It is
expected that the contractor will com-

plete the contract during the 1950

season. Construction work is under the
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Construction is under way for the improvement of U. S. 50 from the foot of Meyers Grade to Mays, a
cooperative project of the U. S. Forest Service, U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, and State Division of Highways.

Lower photo shows existing highway on left, realignment on right

supervision of Chas. C. 1~~Iorris, Divi-
sion Engineer, Bureau of Public Roads,
U. S. Department of Commerce. W. H.

Baugh, Public Roads' engineer, is resi-

dent engineer on the project.
The improvement of the ~~~Ieyers to

~~Zays section of the Placerville-Lake

Hot lywood
Continued from page 18 .. .

geles Times and his photograph of this
event is reproduced.

When these two contracts, as de-
scribed in this issue by the two resident
engineers, have been completed as an-
ticipated in December of this year, it
will be possible to open the Hollywood

Tahoe road will replace a low standard
hazardous section approaching Lake
Tahoe which carries heavy traffic par-
ticularly during the summer months

not only from transcontinental travel

but from local residents in the Tahoe

Valley Lake area.

Freeway to public traffic for a distance
of 3 ;~z miles between Grand Avenue
and Silver Lake Boulevard. When this
is done, public traffic will then be uti-
lizing the highest level of the four-level
grade separation structure. Other levels
of this bridge will come into use later
as future connecting construction with
the Arroyo Seco Freeway and the

Harbor Free~~ay is carried out.
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Freeway Law
Continued from page 33 .. .

solely from traffic regulation under
police power."

After reviewing cases submitted by
the plaintiffs in support of their con-
tention, the appellate court, speaking
through Associate Justice Russell, dis-
tinguished them from the Bakersfield
situation in the following language:

"In all of the foregoing cases in
which it was held that compensation
must be paid there was either physi-
cal injury to an owner's property
itself, as in the Rea~~don case, or a
physical impairment of access from
the property to the street, whether
caused by change of grade, as in the
Eachus cases and the Rockyiclge case,
or by physical impairment of the
property to the street by the means
of the construction of a physical
barrier as in the McCandless case, or
by removing the property from the
through highway and placing it on
a side or service road as in the Ric-
ciardi case, or by the creation of a
dead end street as in the Bczcich case.
None of these cases involve the divi-
sion of a highway into separate road-
ways by concrete islands or division
strips and all are factually different
from the case at bar. In this connec-
tion, it should be noted that the rule
that reasonable modes of egress and
ingress embrace access to the next
intersecting street as announced in
the Bacich case, supra, is not appli-
cable here for plaintiffs have access
to Brundage Lane, the next inter-
section to the south, and to First
Street on the north, adjoining their
property."

The only previous California decision
wherein the facts were found by ~~the
Fourth District Court to be comparable to
the Bakersfield situation was the case of
Beckham v. City of Stockton, 64 Cal. App.
2d 487. The subway therein involved, the
court said, "acted, in efFect " as the State
had contended, "as a center dividing bar-
rier and necessitated a certain amount of
additional travel * * * from plaintiffs'
properties."

Presiding Jusiice Adams of the Third
District Court, in her opinion in the Beck-
ham case, had held that this constituted
"mere inconvenience and circuity of

travel" and_ constituted "no grounds for
the recovery of damages." This holding
Justice Mussell cited as supporting his
opinion that the center barrier at Bakers-
field constituted no actionable damage.
"The facts alleged in the instant

action," Justice Mussell said, "indicate
that the real basis of plaintiffs' claim is
diversion of traffic from their business."
However, the applicable rule is, he said,
quoting from Rose v. State o f Cali f or-
7ai~r, 19 Cal. 2d 713, 737:

"The damage suffered by plaintiffs
is, as we have seen, the interference
with their right of access. The diver-
sion of traffic is not a proper element
to be considered in computing those
damages inasmuch as a landowner
has no property right in the con-
tinuation or maintenance of the flow
of traffic past his property."

"It seems quite clear," the justice
continued, "that the division of a high-
way is an exercise of the police power
being directly intended for the public
safety." And he went on to point out
that "damages resulting from the exer-
cise of police power are not compen-
sable," citing Siynpson v. City o f Los
Angeles, 4 Cal. 2d 60.
"Statutory authority for a center

division strip, such as that under- con-
sideration in this case," he said, "is
found in Section 144 of the Streets and
Highways Code. Under that section
the State Highway Engineer is author-
ized to divide or separate any state
highway into separate roadways when-
ever there is particular danger to the
traveling public of collision between
vehicles proceeding in opposite direc-
tions or from cross traffic by construct-
ing curbs, central dividing sections or
other physical separations, or by signs,
marks or other devices in or on the
roadway appropriate to designate the
dividing line."
Statements of NIr. Justice Edmonds

and Mr. Justice Traynor in the Bcecich
case, 23 Cal. 2d 343, were quoted in
further support of the conclusion that
the Bakersfield situation involved only
an exercise of the police power and, as
such, was not actionable.
The court disposed of the question

of the plaintiffs' access to their prop-
erty with this statement:

"The facts pleaded herein show
that the highway upon which plain-

tiffs' property abuts is not closed and
that plaintiffs, once on the highway
to which they have free access, are
in the same position and subject to
the same police power regulations as
every other member of the traveling
public. Because of a police power
regulation for the safety of traffic,
they are, like all other travelers, sub-
ject to traffic regulations. They are
liable to some circuity of travel in
going from their property in a
northerly direction. They are not
inconvenienced whatever w h e n
traveling in a southerly direction
from their property. The rerouting
or diversion of traffic is a police
power regulation and the incidental
result of a lawful act and not the
taking or damaging of a property
right."

Center Stripy Upheld as Safety Regulation

The court then concluded that "If
the contention of the plaintiffs herein is
sustained, the right of the State to con-
trol the traffic as a safety regulation
would be definitely curtailed and traffic
islands or double lines in the high~~ay
to separate through traffic would be
prohibited. The damage of which
plaintiffs complain would be the same
if no division strip had been constructed
on the highway in question but that
double white lines had been painted on
the highway and a ̀ no left turn' sign
had been erected, or if the entire high-
way had been designated as a one-way
street.
"We conclude, therefore, that the

plaintiffs failed to state a cause of action
in their amended complaint and the
judgment is, therefore, affirmed."

1YIr. Robert E. Reed, presently Chief
Counsel for the department, argued the
case before both the superior court and
the district court of appeal, and Mr.
Harry S. Fenton, of the legal staff, did
work on the brief.
The importance of the decision of

the district court in Holman v. State,
will be mare fully indicated as the
high`vay program progresses. The right
of the public to provide for safety on
its streets and highways and to regulate
traffic by the placing of physical bar-
riers `vithin streets and highways, as
authorized by e~sting legislation, is,
of course, fully validated. Ordinances

...Continued on page 54
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Bridge Department Develops

O m e ~ n `~^I Portable Pile Testing Rig

By G. C. SMITH, Associate Bridge Engineer

N ORDER that a quick economical
method of making load tests on piles
might be had the Bridge Department
of the Division of Highways developed
a convenient lightweight testing appa-
ratus. The new equipment, already
successfully used on several other jobs,
was recently used to make load tests
on some drilled-in piles in the Imperial
Valley.
Eighteen reinforced concrete slab

bridges were being built on Route 187
which follows up the east shore of the
Salton Sea.

All of the bridges were founded on
drilled-in piles consisting of reinforced
concrete columns poured in 14-inch
diameter holes drilled in the ground.
The foundation in this locality was
suited admirably to this system and the
doles stood perfectly after drilling.

NEW TECFINIQUE

This technique represented a definite
departure from piles previously used by
the Bridge Department. No pile driving
was done. The only equipment necessary
was that used in drilling the holes. This
consisted of a truck-mounted gasoline-
powered auger-type earth drill capable
of drilling holes to a depth of about 22
feet. All piles penetrated at least 15 feet
below channel grade. Standard reinforc-
ing for cast-in-place piles was used
throughout. Pile extensions were poured
in 14-inch diameter steel forms which
extended from the ground line to the cap.
The design load is 20 tons per pile.
To determine the actual load-carry-

ing capacity of these piles, two load
tests were made with the new equip-
ment.
At two sites, one where the specified

pile penetration was 20 feet below
channel grade, the other, where pene-
tration was 15 feet, two additional piles
to be test loaded were drilled and
poured, each midway between two
plan piles. The test piles were rein-
forced similar to plan piles. However,
the two piles on either side of the test
piles, used as anchors for the jacking
truss, were each additionally reinforced
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UPPER—Pipe drilling rig in operation. CENTER—Detail at anchor piles. LOWER—Test load apparatus.

Truss and jack in place
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with four 1-inch bars. These bars ex-
tended from the. tips of the piles to
approximately 2 feet above cut-off.
The protruding bars were bent over
and around the fins of the truss base
and welded one to another.

LOAD TESTING EQUIPMENT

The pile load testing equipment was
operated by Bridge Department per-
sonnel. This equipment consists of (1) a
pin-connected steel truss which is used to
transfer reaction loads to the two anchor
piles; (2) a hydraulic power unit; and (3) a
115-ton capacity hydraulic jack. Details
of the truss are shown in the accompany-
ing photograph.

Truss and hydraulic jack on test pile

The hydraulic power unit is a self-
contained high-pressure constant-pres-
sure system designed for field use and
powered by a 5-kw. gas engine driven
generator. A 3-h.p. motor geared to
give a shaft output of 270 rpm is di-
rectly connected to a rotary piston
type hydraulic pump capable of a
maximum pressure output of 3,000 psi.
Discharge from the pump is piped to
a manifold. Connected to the manifold
are:

1. A 3,000 psi nitrogen loaded ac-
cumulator cell which is preloaded
t0 1~~~~ pSl.

~IIIIII.~■'!III'■~I~~~~'■. G ■■■~~J~~~■■■

~~~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I~~~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~~~5~~~~~.
IIII

~INIII~~~lilll~~llllll~■ P!Ii~~llllll~llllll■■~~~
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~~~~~r~~l~ll~~llllll~llllll~ly~~~~it~~~,II

~~~~ ■■~~■■.~■'llll'■■.
i■~~~~~1~11~~~

~~~m~m~m~m~m~m~m~m~"

~•i

Settlement and rebound, Z-Drain

2. A close pressure differential mer-
cury switch.

3. A 4,000 psi gage.
4. A 3,500 psi overload relief valve

containing a relief valve port lead-
ing back to a reservoir tank.

5. Pressure outlet lines leading to a
4-way control valve by which
pressure may be diverted to
either side of the piston of the
double acting 115-ton Hydraulic
pressure cell

CONSTANT LOAD MAINTAINED

The purpose of the nitrogen loaded
accumulator is to maintain a constant
load even though slight pile seetlement
occurs. This enables the equipment to
be brought to proper load and left
without constant attention to maintain

W
Z
20

W

W

h

an even hydraulic pressure at the load-
ing cell. The pressure switch may be
adjusted to hold the pressure within a
150-pound range. The ma~mum pres-
sure that may be developed through
the mercury switch is 2,500 psi. Two
level gages are mounted on the power
unit to insure leveling of the mercury
switch. The 4,000 psi gage is used as a
cross-check on the mercury switch
and for setting the switch accurately.
A needle valve with alead-off line is
incorporated in the 3,500 psi overload
relief valve and is used for controlling
pressures between 0 and 1,000 psi.
The 115-ton pressure cell is a double-

acting hydraulic jack having a 103.87-
square-inch piston area and a 4-inch
stroke. The barrel and main base of the
cell are steel; the piston lock-ring, and

Settlement and rebound, Cattail Wash
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F You DxivE along State Sign Route 71
in August, approaching Corona you
will follow a winding roadway down
into the bottomlands of the Prado
Flood Control Basin. The road is nar-
row and you can't see very far around
the curves. The crest of Prado Dam
stands high above you.

But when you take the same trip
next September, you will guide your
car over the sweeping curves of a new
Highway 71. You will feel the security
of adequate width and a view of the
road ahead. And as you glide around
the west end of Prado Dam you will see
that you are overlooking the crest of
that great earthfill structure, and are
high above the old road.

For September will bring the open-
ing to traffic of a 6 %z -mile relocation
project on Highway 71 in Riverside
and San Bernardino Counties. The new
route extends from Euclid Avenue at
Pine Avenue to a junction with High-
way 18-91 west of Corona.

Flood Waters Controlled

The story of Prado Dam is the story
behind this highway relocation. For it
was the construction of the dam that
made it necessary to move the high-
way away from its present location in
the bottom of the flood basin where the
road is subject to inundation by even
the smallest flood flows.
The dam retards the flood waters of

the Santa Ana River so that they can
never again bring staggering devasta-
tion to downstream Orange County.
It is strictly a flood control structure
and, as may be observed in the accom-
panying photographs, the basin con-
tains no water during times of ordinary
stream flow. The U. S. Corps of Engi-
neers constructed Prado Dam and
brought it to completion just prior to
World War II.

Removal of the highway from the
lowlands of the basin was not accomp-
lished immediately after the dam com-
pletion due to the intervention of the

A New Highway and Six Bridges Will

Soon Be Open on Historical Route

war. After the conflict ended, planning
for the project was resumed. Extensive
negotiations with the Corps of Engi-
neers were required in order to deter-
mine the government's share in the
cost of the highway location. The final
contract entered into by the Corps of
Engineers, Riverside County, San Ber-
nardino County, and the State provided
that the United States would pay
$650,000 toward the cost of the work.
The remaining cost will be paid from
state highway-user funds.

Early California Trail

Although Prado Dam will catch
your eye as you drive the new road
you will also be interested in reflect-
ing that the general routing of the high-
way follows a trail whose origin is in

early California history. For this was
the way of the Colorado Road, a pio-
neer all-year route into California
from the east.

This old trail connected Los Angeles
with Fort Yuma on the Colorado
River. It came north through Temes-
cal Canyon past the site of the present
city of Corona and after crossing the
Santa Ana River ran along the base
of the Chino Hills and up Chino Creek
to Rancho Chino.
The Colorado Road gained national

importance when the Butterfield Com-
pany's stages used it in hauling mail
between St. Louis and San Francisco

~~
Aerial view looking northerly along the relocation
of State Sign Route 71 around Prado Dam and
Flood Control Basin. The Santa Ana River Bridge

is in the left foreground

50 Cal6fornia Highways
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This is the Iargest of six bridges being constructed in the relocation of Route 71. It is 495 feet lonp and crosses fhe Santa Ana River just below the outlet of Prado
Dam. The structural steel girders and concrete deck have been finished and are ready for construction of the railing

from 1858 until the outbreak of the
Civil War. On February 8, 1872, this
pioneer trail first became part of a
highway system when the Board of
Supervisors of San Bernardino County
declared the "Old Fort Yuma Road"
to be a public highway. The present
Riverside County ̀vas at that time a
part of San Bernardino County.

Inland Route

In more recent times this highway
has been traditionally known by gen-
erations of motorists as the "Inland
Route" to San Diego. The project now
nearing completion represents an-
other step in its modernization, which
has included 55 miles of new highway
in San Diego County and southern
Riverside County.
The current project provides a two-

lane roadway with plant-mixed surfac-
ing on traffic lanes and shoulders. The
total roadbed width is 34 feet in the
section of heavy cuts and fills and 3 S
feet in open terrain. Access to the
highway is controlled. The major item
on the roadway contract is roadway
excavation, which totaled 806,000
cubic yards.

52
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As you travel south on Route 71
and pass through the interchange at
the end of the new Prado Dam high-
way you will be entering another
California thoroughfare whose traf-
fic has outgrown roadway capacity.
And you will be pleased to dis-
cover that something is being done
about it.

As you drive along you will ob-
serve that operations have already
started on the widening of Highway
18-71-91 between the Riverside-
Orange County line and the eastern
limits of the City of Corona. To help
you identify this section of highway
on the map it has been marked by
hatching.
West of Corona a new two-lane

roadway will be laid beside the
present road to produce afour-lane
divided expressway. Within the City
of Corona, where the way is along
Sixth Street, the plans call for widen-
ing to provide four traffic lanes and
two parking lanes.

Peter Kiewit Sons Co., Arcadia, is
the contractor for the westerly proj-
ectand E. L. Yeager, Riverside, is the
contractor for widening in Corona.

An outstanding feature of the proj-
ect is the interchange with Highway
18-91. The design provides for full
separation of all intersecting traffic
movements and includes afour-span
steel plate girder separation structure
upon which Highway 71 crosses over
Highway 18-91. There are three other
major structures included in or ad-
joining the interchange. These are the
overpasses of the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway on both the main
highway and the northwest ramp con-
nectingthe two highways, and a bridge
to carry the ramp across Oak~~ing
Creek.

Bridge Contracts

T«~o other bridges have been con-
structed—across the Santa Ana River
and Chino Creek. The Santa Ana
River structure is the largest on the
project, being afive-span plate girder
bridge 495 feet long. The three central
spans measure 120 feet each.

The construction on Route 71 is be-
ing accomplished under t~vo contracts.
The contractor for the roadway work
and for Chino Creek Bridge is A.
Teichert and Son, Inc. of Sacramento.

California Highways



It is estimated that final cost under the
roadway contract will be appro~u-
mately $640,000. The contractor's

superintendent is Robert T. Skinner.
Resident Engineer Kent B. Stone and
Bridge Department Representative
Samuel S. Dulberg are representing the
State on this contract.

The bridge over the Santa Ana River
and the four bridges in the interchange
area are being built by R. M. Price Co.
and O. B. Pierson of Altadena under a
contract which will total approxi-
mately $480,000. Mr. Pierson is super-
intending the construction operations.
Mr. W. H. Johnson is Resident Engi-
neer for the State on the bridge con-
tract.

An incidental feature of this high-
way project was the relocarion of a
section of the Texas-to-California 30-
inch high-pressure gas line. An article
in the January-February 1950 issue of
California Highways and Public
Works told the story of the Southern
California was Company's operations
in moving the big natural gas main in
order to clear the way for the highway
construction.

Hollywood
Continued from page 19 .. .

paver, a Blaw-Knox spreader, a Blaw-
Knox tamping and finishing machine,
and a Johnson float were used in the
pavement operation. Water for the
mixer was furnished from a 5,000-ga1-
lon water tank truck pulled by the
mixer, this tank being supplied by an-
other water tank truck hauling the
water from city domestic supply on
the j ob.

At the present time the paving of
outer highways and cul-de-sac streets
with asphaltic concrete and plant-
mixed surfacing is under way and ap-
proximately 30 percent complete. Six-
inch cement-treated base. and asphalt
concrete paving of off and on ramps
will be under way shortly.

The estimated date of completion for

this $1,358,000 contract is October 1,

1950, or approximately 60 days ahead

of contract time.

HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION COSTS INCREASE

By Richard H. Wilson, Assistant State Highway Engineer, Henry C. McCarty, Office
Engineer, and Richard R. Norton, Assistant Office Engineer

This is the fourth in a series of articles on California Highway Construction Costs bringing the
information up to date-Editor.

H IGHWAY CONSTRUCTION costs in
California, as measured by the California
Highway Construction Cost Index, appear
to have entered the third major phase in
the postwar period with an increase of

12.5 percent in the last three months.
The first phase was the period 1946 to

mid 1948 when the index increased 3Q.5
percent from 166.1 (1940-100) to 216.8.
The second phase occurred in the period

from mid 1948 through the first quarter

of 1950 when the index decreased 26.2

percent from 216.8 to 160.0. The third

phase appears to have started in the sec-

ond quarter of 1950 when the index in-

creased 12.5 percent from 160.0 to 180.0.

Following is a listing of the index since

the peak was reached in the first half of

1948:

Index
ChangeChange

fromfrom
Period(1940 = 100)previousPeak

1948 (1st half)216.8Period

1948 (2nd half)216.4-0.2%-0.2%
1949 (1st qtr.)200.4-7.3%-7.6%
1949 (2nd qtr.)______ 195.7-2.3%-9.7%
1949 (3rd qtr.)187.9-4.0% --13.3%
1949 (4th qtr.)._178.8-4.8%-17.5%
1950 (1st qtr.)160.0-10.5%-26.2%
1950 (2nd qtr.180.0+12.5%-17.0%

The.. reversal of the downward trend in
highway construction costs coincides with
the same trend in general economic con-
ditions throughout the country.. Business
activity- is at an all-time high, with the
construction industry in the forefront,
showing an increase in volume of 45 per-
cent for the first five months of 1950 com-
pared to the same period in 1949.

This increase in construction activity has
had an inflationary effect on material
prices and wage rates. Lumber has risen
sharply since the beginning of the year
and there was an increase in the price of

steel. There has been a general increase
of $0.08 per hour for all construction labor
in Southern California and an increase of

$0.15 per hour for carpenters in the San

Francisco Bay area.

The average number of bidders per

project has dropped to 5.2 in June 1950,

from a high of 10.8 in December 1949,

and 6.5 in July 1949.

The war in Korea will undoubtedly have

a further inflationary effect on prices and

wage rates. The duration of this effect will

depend on further world development.

NO Parking 
"before and after" study. It is encour-
aging, however, that during that month

Continued from page 43 ... OIlIY one-half as many accidents OC-
parking, show an average increase of curred as during the same month last
about 3 %2 miles per hour. Congestion
has been noticeably lessened by the
availability of more lanes.

During 1949 the police department
reported 57 accidents on the section
involved. One-fourth of all accidents
occurring between intersections were
directly attributable to parking and
others to the absence of a sufficient
number of lanes. As this is written, the
parking ban has been in effect only one
month-too short a time for a reliable

year.
Since 1941 most property contiguous

to Mineral King Avenue has been
zoned by the city planning commis-
sion as C-1'/z (neighborhood commer-
cial with off-street parking). Several
new enterprises have gone into busi-
ness and provided the required park-
ing lots. As curb space was not at a
premium, however, most of their cus-
tomers continued to park at the curb.

...Continued on page 60
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R. E. V1/a rd Retires After 38 Years
With the Division of Highways

AFTEx 38 years of continuous state service, R. E. "Ernie" Ward, Asso-
ciate Highway Engineer, District II of
the Division of Highways, retired on
May 1, 1950. Numerous fellow em-
ployees attended a dinner at the Red-
ding wolf and Country Club on the
evening of April 27th to honor him
and Mrs. Ward upon the occasion of
his retirement.
Mr. Ward began his engineering

career in 1908 on railroad surveys be-
tween San Diego and Yuma and later
on irrigation surveys in the Imperial
Valley. His first work on roads was for
San Diego County in 1911, where he
was associated with A. B. Fletcher, T.
A. Bedford, R. S. Stalnaker and H. S.
Comly, all familiar names in the Divi-
sion of Highways.
On April 23, 1912, shortly after the

California Highway Commission was
organized, he went to work for the
State as transitman on surveys for
Highway 99 north of Redding in the
vicinity of Pit River. H. S. Comly was
chief of party and T. A. Bedford was
district engineer. He became chief of
party in 1914, and had a part in the
location of many roads in District II.
Surveying in those days was a rugged

business, particularly in the rugged
mountains and canyons that comprise
a good portion of District II. Teams
and wagons were used if there was an
e~sting road of any kind, but in many
locations, such as the Trinity River, no
roads existed and transportation was by
foot or horseback, and supplies were
hauled by pack train. A chief of party
had considerable more to do than just
survey; camps had to be established,
cooks hired, food ordered and horses
cared for. Ernie can tell many tales of
the good old days.

In 1916 he was assigned as resident
engineer in the first prison road camp
in District II at Round Mountain tivest
of Redding.
During the years from 1916 to 1942

he alternated as Chief of Party and
resident engineer, locating and con-
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R. E. Ward

structing many miles of highway in
Northern California. In 1928 he was
surveying in the rugged Feather River
Canyon, and in 1934 he became resident
engineer of a prison road camp estab-
lished to construct a portion of the
Feather River Highway.
From 1942 until his retirement this

year he has held the post of right of
way engineer for the District II right
of way department.

Freeway Law
Confinued from page 46 .. .

prohibiting left-hand turns or U turns,
and schemes for handling traffic by sys-
tems of one-way streets, may not now
be subject to attack on legal grounds.

It seems evident, also, that the lan-
guage used by the Supreme Court in
People v. RiccictYCli, 23 Cal. (2d) 390,
with respect to "direct access to the
through traffic highway" is not con-
strued by the district court to mean that
an abutter's right of access extends, as
has been contended, from his property
directly across the street or highway,

~n ~moriam RUTH K. DIDNN

Ruth K. Dunn,~a member of the
Maintenance Department in the Dis-
trict VII Division of Highways organ-
ization, passed away May 21, 1950,
at the Queen of the Angels Hospital
in Los Angeles.

Mrs. Dunn first entered state serv-
ice in 1929 and was an employee of
the Maintenance Department in Los
Angeles since 1931. The position she
held at the time of her death was
that of Supervising Clerk, she being
in charge of the stenographic staff
of the Maintenance Department
and also acting as secretary to the
District Maintenance Engineer.

Mrs. Dunn was very devoted to
her work and although she had
been in ill health for quite some
time she reported daily to her office
and carried on the duties of the po-
sition up to within two weeks of her
death. She was an outstanding em-
ployee. She had an enthusiastic and
sincere loyalty for the State Division
of Highways organization and par-
ticularly for her own department,
the District VII Maintenance Depart-
ment. The high morale of this unit
was due in no small part to her.
She was an active member of

the Barbara Stanwick Chapter of
Athena Sorority and her hobby was
her garden as she derived much
pleasure from beautiful flowers.

Mrs. Dunn's many friends in the
Division of Highways and through-
out the State deeply regret her
passing.

for the full width thereof. Access is
satisfied if he may proceed from his
property to one of the through traffic
lanes of the highway.

Holloway v. Purcell and Holman v.
State of California, one may be so bold
as to predict, will stand as leading cases
in the development of the highway law of
California. The opinions in these cases
take cognizance of existing conditions
respecting traffic on our streets and high-
ways and the efforts of the State to pro-
vide facilities that will be more nearly
adequate for the expanding motor vehicle
economy of California. They area reassur-
ance to the California Highway Commis-
sion and the Department of Public Works
as they face the herculean task of fihe
modernization of the California Highway
System.

California Highways



State Fair
Continued from page 24 .. .

standards of the three sections which
make up this 10 miles is scheduled for
this year. It enters the city over the
Tower Bridge across the Sacramento
River.

IVerth Sacramento Freeway

U. S. 44-99W from the east and
north enters Sacramento by way of the
North Sacramento Freeway, one of
California's most modern highway de-
velopments of the freeway type, with
all cross-traffic eliminated from the
divided roadways by means of grade
separation structures. This route enters
the city proper over the 16th Street
Bridge across the American River.
The other seven routes are all two-

or three-lane highways in their ap-
proach to the city.
Of greatest present interest in state

highway development at Sacramento
is the proposed relocation of State
Route 98 with a crossing of the Ameri-
can River near Elvas Junction. As the
first tangible step in advancing this
proposed relocation, the State will
award a contract this year for con-
struction of the substructure for the
new bridge at Elvas Junction. At the
same time an intensified program for
right of way acquisition for the pro-
posed route is being pursued by the
State.
As the Division of Highways, De-

partment of Public Works, carries out
plans to expand highway facilities
serving Sacramento, the fair has per-
fected its own plans of staging its
greatest exposition to date.

Features of Fair

There will be magnificent night en-
tertainment spectacles, with a dazzling
ice revue to be presented the first five
nights; stars of stage, screen and radio
will appear on subsequent nights.
There will be the thrilling Sunday
motorboat races on the newly-con-
structed fair grounds race course, the
swank horse show, the beautiful flower
show, the important art show, the bril-
liant Pageant of California Fashions,
the great livestock shows, the dynamic
county and foreign exhibits, the Inter-
national Wine Show, hobby and food
shows, a dairy show, the splendid horse

Ira G. Thomas Retires To Enjoy Rest

AFTEx aLn~osT 33 years of state serv- ice, Ira G. Thomas retired on July 19,
1950.

Mr. Thomas went to work for the
Division of Highways in District V
in San Luis Obispo on November 1,
1917. From District V, where he
worked up to the position of District
Office Engineer, he went to District I
at Willits and Eureka as District Office
Engineer. He moved to San Diego as
District Office Engineer when District
XI was organized in 1933. In 1935 he
was transferred to Sacramento as As-
sistant Engineer in the Department of
City and Cooperative Projects where
he served for the last 15 years.
Born in Iola, Kansas, July 19, 1889,

NIr. Thomas went to South Pasadena,
California, in 1903 and graduated from
South Pasadena High School in 1909.
He attended the University of South-
ern California for one year and then
entered the University of California at
Berkeley, graduating with B.S. in Civil
Engineering in 1914. He was married
to Bessie E. Dashiell of Berkeley Sep-
tember 5, 1914. The couple has two
daughters, Betty Lou and 11~erle Ellen,
both of whom are married.

After graduation, Mr. Thomas was
employed by the Los Angeles County
Road Department as draftsman and
Resident Engineer until July, 1917,
when he became a bridge designer for
Ventura County, accepting in the same
year a position with the California
Highway Commission.

racing program, the manifold exhibits
of the women folk and great displays
of farm machinery and household arti-
cles of infinite variety.
One of the most interesting and

unique new events to be staged at the
fair will be the truck rodeo. Drivers Qf
massive trucks, with trailers attached,
will demonstrate their skill in manipu-
lating their huge machines through a
road maze of tight corners and other
difficult situations. The truck rodeo,
one of the many free attractions pro-

f.~-
.a ~'
a~'' ~

eta; *a ~_

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas plan an ex-
tensive trip encircling the United
States, going up the Redwood High-
way to Washington, thence east along
the northern border with diversions
to Lake Louise and Banff and Winni-
peg in Canada, thence to Duluth cir-
cling around the southern edges of the
Great Lakes through Chicago, Detroit,
on down the Saint Lawrence to Nova
Scotia, south along the eastern seaboard
to Florida. While in the south they will
take the Caribbean cruise then return.
to California by the southern route to
Los Angeles and back to Sacramento..

vided by the fair, will be held on the
parade grounds on the eastern side of
the 207-acre fair site.

General admission to the fair remains
the same low 50 cents, including tax,.
with children under 12 admitted free.
For 11 glorious days and nights the

State Fair will show California on
parade, with a multitude of exhibits re-
flecting the ever-expanding economy
of a mighty commonwealth, which is
a leader in agriculture, industry and'.
trade.
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A Treatise
Continued from page 13 .. .

finished during the fall of 1948 and
received a light bituminous penetration
treatment, a few small pot holes had
developed and a small amount of ravel-
ing had taken place, mostly along the
centerline, but in general, the surface
was in good condition.
An inspection trip made in Feb-

ruary, 1950, showed no significant
change from last year and all 11 sec-
tions were in good condition with the
exception of some light surface ravel-
ing referred to above.
For a comparison, areas of untreated

bases, located adjacent to the treated

sections, which were in good or satis-
factory condition during the fall of
1948, failed during the following
winter. See Figure 10.

Lime stabilization treatment when
compared with low cement treatment
for bases or subbases, permits greater
flexibility during construction as it is
not essential that the lime-treated ma-
terial be compacted soon after mixing.
In areas where comparatively inex-
pensive agricultural lime may be ob-
tained in bulk, a considerable saving
may be possible as against other com-
parable types of treatment. On the
basis of the above cost analysis and
provided cheap lime were available
this saving would amount to approxi-

TABLE V

TEST RESULTS Of FIELD SAMPLES

mately $1,300 per mile for a base
course 6 inches thick and 2a feet wide.
The work described in this report

was initiated by District Engineer
C. H. Whitmore of District III with'
headquarters in Marysville, California,
and was carried out under the direc-
tion of Maintenance Superintendents
T. T. Buell at Truckee and E. Willis
at Placerville with C. H. Weeks in
direct charge of the Georgetown job.

All tests tivere performed in the
laboratory of the Division of High-
ways under the direction of T. E.
Stanton, Materials and Research Engi-
neer, and F. N. Hveem, Staff Engineer
of the Materials and Research Depart-
ment.

III-ED-93•B

Test results

O.M.Aggr.Sampled

s mpledtesttestTreatmentGrading °~o Pass
Densit No.No.

PIWeightRemarks

FromBy% #4 200 5u lu
Valcu. ft.

Nov., 1948__U 61248-5200________________Lune from truck __Zube________14________________________45°~o Moisture
U 6135201Untreated_ _ _ _ _ _Roadbed-sec. 11 _ _Zube915727957791361Same location U 6145202Lime adde&_____Roadbed-Sec. 11__Zube84311221187135(

Same location.
U 6155203Untreated_ _ _ _ _ _Roadbed-Sec. 11 _ _Zube80bi261051671137 ~Only few loads
U 6165204Lime added_ _ __ _Roadbed-Sec. 11 _ _Zube754418421179136 (of this material

placed
U 617520bUntreated_ _ _ _ _ _Roadbed-Sec. 11 _ _Zube9160281057771341Same location U 6185206Lime added_____Roadbed-Sec. 11__Zube91612452582131f
II 619__________Lime added_____Roadbed-Sec.6___Zube78522042NP85125

April, 1949_ _U 104649-2415Lime treated_ _ _ _Roadbed-Sec. 2 _ _ _Zube_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _NP81_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
10472416Lime treated____Roadbed-Sec. 5___Zube____________________NP91________
10482417Lime treated____Roadbed-Sec. 6___Zube____________________NP82________
10492415Lime treated____Roadbed-Sec. il__Zube____________________NP86________

Richard H. VO/ilson on A. S. C. E. Committee

RlcxaRD x. ~vrLSOrr, Assistant State
Highway Engineer in charge of ~ Ad-
ministration, has been appointed as a
member of the Committee on Develop-
ments in Highway Engineering and
Construction of the American Society
of Civil Engineers.

From the point of view of the engi-
neer practicing in the highway field,
this national committee on develop-
ments in highway activities is one of
the most important of the standing

committees of the American Society of
Civil Engineers. The appointment of
Mr. Wilson to this nine-man commit-
tee, which is nation-wide in its scope,
is a signal recognition of the pre-
eminentposition held by the California
Division of Highways and its engineer-
ing staff in highway affairs.

The function of this committee is to
keep the membership of the American
Society of Civil Engineers informed of
developments on all phases in highway

engineering, economics, and construc-
tion and to point out gaps in highway
science that should be filled. A further
function, when such a discrepancy is
uncovered, is to draft recommenda-
tions for action to be taken.

Members of this committee are ap-

pointed for three-year terms; the

Chairman is Mr. A. N. Carter, Man-

ager of the Highway Division of the

Associated General Contractors of

America, and the Secretary is Mr.

Joseph Barnett of the Bureau of Public

Roads.

Of the nine members, Mr. Wilson is

the only representative from the West.
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Another Loss
Continued from page 16 .. .

years have seen the development of
heavily traveled freeways in the metro-
politan portion of District VIII.

BueEding freeways

"In this portion of District VIII, ~~-e
hay=e been busy during the past several
years converting old main routes into
freeways,- and constructing new free-
wa}rs. There are a number of freewa~-
projects now under contract. These
freeways now total approximately 90
miles in District VIII. Plans for ap-
proximately 30 additional miles of free-
way are nearing completion.
"The principal mountain recrea-

tional area of Southern California is in
District VIII. The mountains are ex-
tremely rugged and wooded- in the
high elevations. The famous resorts of
Big Bear Lake and Lake Arrowhead
are in this recreational area.
"During the earlier years of District

VIII we constructed a high standard
mountain road via Waterman Canvon
into this recreational area. Since the
foot of the grade is only 60 miles from
the center of the City of Los Angeles,
this road had long had overwhelming
traffic. To relieve this condition, a ne~~,
much higher standard mountain road
is being constructed into this mountain
area via City Creek. It is all completed,
or under contract.

Desert (toads Specialty

"~VIy professional specialty has been
the development of desert highways
surfaced with light bituminous pave-
ments and a full 27-year study of the
movement of wind-borne sand and
dust as it affects highways and drainage
areas. As the years have gone by vari-
ous papers I have written for maga-
zines and engineering journals have
resulted in extensive correspondence
with engineers of foreign countries on
the subject of the movement of ~~ind-
borne sand and dust.
"In conclusion, I have enjoyed my

work with the State enormously. We
have had a series of wonderful Chief
Engineers. They have all been splendid
leaders: A. B. Fletcher, R. M. Morton,
Charles H. Purcell, and George T.
McCoy. They have all seemed to me

High Praise
E. Q. Sullivan, State Highway

Engineer with headquarters in San
Bernardino, who is finishing his dis-
tinguished 36-year career with the
State Division of Highways this com-
ing August, is well known in the
Pomona area. Ever since 1923 he
has been the Chief Engineer of~Dis-
trict 8, which embraces San Bernar-
dino County and the western portion
of Riverside County. During this
period of time he has supervised
highway work costing an esfiimated
$75,000,000.

Sullivan's retirement follows
closely that of S. V. Cortelyou, who
was Chief Engineer of the Los An-
geles Division, District VII of the
State Highway System. Both men
are not only high type engineers
but men of sterling qualities of char-
acter. Their reputation is nation-
wide. No better highway engineers
are to be found in the United States
than Cortelyou and Sullivan, and
their retirement means a great loss
to the State.

The roads that these men have
built are lasting monuments to their
ability and their knowledge of the
needs of the areas which these
roads serve.

The Progress-B~Iletin, Pomona

to be dear personal friends. It is a true
sign of leadership for the superior of~i-
cer to appear in this light to the sub-
ordinate. Ihave had several offers to
leave the state service at greatly in-
creased compensation, but have never
been really tempted to do so. I am ex-
tremely happy that I have staved with
the State during all the years.

Praise for StanTon

"In listing Chief Engineers, ~YIr.
T. E. Stanton should, in my opinion, be
listed between Mr. Fletcher and Mr.
1\Morton as one of our truly great chiefs.
During the latter part of the adminis-
tration of Chief Engineer Fletcher,
Tom Stanton, now Materials and Re-
search Engineer, was in fact "Acting"
Chief Engineer. Mr. Fletcher's duties
had been extended to include other
fields and Mr. Stanton had taken over
much of the highway administrative
responsibility of Mr. Fletcher.

"I have never felt that Mr. Stanton re-
ceived proper credit for his fine handling
of these duties during a period when the
department was under extreme criticism.
Mr. Stanton continued as Assistant State
Highway Engineer for a time under Mr.
Morton and then took over the duties of
Materials and Research Engineer. He or-
ganized the very wonderful laboratory
that is recognized throughout the entire
Nation as second to none. His department
has made possible the standardizing of
specifications and much of the universal
high quality of construction is due to the
Materials and Research Laboratory.
"When I vas considered for district

engineer, I ̀vas instructed to report to
Mr. Stanton in Sacramento (though
Mr. Morton had already been ap-
pointed chief engineer and actually
promoted me to district engineer). I
recall that Mr. Stanton thoroughly
questioned me, and it is my feeling that
his recommendation to Mr. Morton
had great weight in my promotion to
District Engineer for District VIII.
During the time Mr. Stanton was in
fact administrative "acting" head of
the Division of Highways, he intro-
duced reforms in the engineering or-
ganization throughout the State that
have been of inestimateable value to
California in raising the quality of
work. These reforms included the pro-
tecting of the civil service status of
employees and laying the groundwork
in extending the merit system in the
Division of Highways.
"Upon retirement, I will open a con-

sulting office in San Bernardino at 107
East Highland Avenue, but will not
do this until I have had a few months
rest. I expect to spend the remainder
of my life in San Bernardino, though
I have a home also at Balboa where I
will spend week ends and vacations.
"I belong to the following organ-

izations: Member, American Society
of Civil Engineers; member, Ameri-
can Association of Engineers; Rotary
Club."

IT'S UP i'O YOU

California's modernized highways
are being engineered for safety, but
safe driving remains the responsibility
of the individual motorist. When you
drive the new highways, keep alert and
keep speed under control at all times.
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Grading Chalk Hill-7913 methods

E i Camino Rea I 
grain. Previous to the advent of 'the from the wheat fields of the Lanker-
railroad the grain from this valley was shim and Van Nuys ranches and a few

eant~~~ed from paye 2v ... hauled to Hueneme and shipped from apricot and peach orchards at Owens-

with an espalier of outside plumbing there by boat. mouth (Reseda), Lankershim (North

on the side, but otherwise as it was in The valley land from the Conejo Hollywood) and Van Nuys, the area

its heyday as shown in the accompany- grade to Cahuenga Pass, at Hollywood, between Ventura Boulevard and San

ing photograph taken in 1887, fur- was devoted to the same type of farm- Fernando Road, was covered with

nished through the courtesy of Mr. ing. Los Angeles provided the market chaparral.

Sam Hayes, one of the present owners. and delivery was made by eight- and .The old adobe landmark at Encino
10-horse teams pulling t~~o large was at that time the headquarters of

Pioneer 6andmark wagons in tandem. an active ranch, grazing large flocks

This old landmark is still in the of sheep over the Hollywood hills.

ownership of the heirs of Cecil Haig, 
~~rse and Buggy Road 

T~'l15 contrast was followed by the
the scion of a prominent London cot- It ̀vas as a county road serving these construction of the Chalk Hill Grade,
ton broker who acquired the property ranches in the horse and buggy days whose meanderings are still visible, and
along with a sizeable cattle ranch, just that this road, now known as Ventura in rapid succession subsequent con-
as the completion of the coast line of Boulevard, passed into the control of tracts extended the 15-foot width of
the Southern Pacific in 1886 caused the the California Highway Commission as four-inch thickness concrete pavement
discontinuance of the slower and less State Route 2. from Calabasas over the Conejo Grade
comfortable but more picturesque Construction of the highway com- through El Rio to Ventura. This two-
stages. menced in December 1912 at Ventura lane pavement was completed from

By this time the large Spanish grants, and Lankershim Boulevards, proceed- Cahuenga Pass to Ventura by 1917.

with their vague boundaries, had ing through the grain fields of the
passed from the hands of the grantees. Lanlcershim ranch for seven and a half 

Progressive Improvement

The vast areas of grazing land were miles. As shown by the accompanying At various times during succeeding

divided into grain ranches. photograph taken during paving oper- years this stretch of roadway was im-

The coastal valley between the ations near what is now Studio City, proved by realignment and resurfac-

mountains and the ocean from Ventura the San Fernando Valley at this time ing to provide, generally, a 20-foot

to Hueneme was given over to raising was very sparsely settled. In fact, aside concrete pavement.
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UPPER—Completed Spicer contract past Calabasas.LOWER—Completed Kiewif contract, looking south from Media Creek toward Agoura

As Ventura Boulevard northerlyOctober 1948 of a one and one-halfremains as an adequate service road for

from the present end of the Holly-mile section extending northerly fromthe village. Convenient access to the
wood Freeway at Vineland Street inthe city limits of Los Angeles at Cala-new highway is provided at three loca-

North Hollywood to Calabasas, is nowbasas.tions.
a Los Angeles City street, the recon-In August 1949, Peter Kiewit Sons'F~~~~ng ~n Gap

struction and maintenance of this sec-Company finished 3.2 miles of similarFilling in the gap between the two
tion of the highway is under the juris-type construction, completely by-pass-completed sections mentioned above,

diction of the City of Los Angeles.ing the community of Agoura. Whilerapid progress is being made on four

The first step in the evolution of thisthe old pavement through Agoura,and one-half miles under contract to

road from atwo-lane roadway to awith its many sharp curves and rollingBasich Bros. Construction Company

four-lane divided highway with lim-grade, was the source of much delayand Sasich Bros. of Los Angeles. On

ited access, was the completion inand annoyance to through traffic, itthe southerly third of this section the
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Near Calabasas, showing heavy grading operations in progress, with public traffic passing through construction

existing right of way is included to facinb on the Spicer contract, the sub- at Thousand Oaks (then the Crowley
some extent in the realignment but the base material, untreated rock base and Ranch) where the brood mares and
northerly two-thirds is almost entirely. paving aggregates for these three con- their frisky young offspring made a
separated from the present roadway. tracts have been or will be secured picture of complete contentment, ele-
These three contracts are of a Simi- from local sources and crushed, phants and their progeny now portray

lar deisgn calling for heavy grading screened and blended by the contrac- absolute indifference and resignation.
and long haul of excavated material tor's equipment. It is expected -that in The mental attitudes of the lions,
from cut to fill. The pavement consists the near future bids will be received leopards, tigers and other occupants of
of two roadways, each paved with a for the further extension of divided the "Wild Animal Compound" now
29-foot width of plant-mix surfacing highway 6.6 miles through Thousand located under these same trees, are a
supported by an 8-inch blanket of un- Oaks almost to Newbury Park. matter of conjecture. The trim well-
treated rock base over a variable thick- During the 38 years since this road kept homes and gardens in this valley
ness of subbase and lined with afive- became a part of the State Highway give the impression that here live peo-
foot bituminous-treated shoulder. System great changes have occurred ple who have found a haven of peace
With the exception of plant-mix sur- in the Conejo Valley. Under the trees and well being.

NO Parking 
when large trucks, parked adjacent to lane. Proper left turns from the inner
the intersections, restricted visibility. lane have already largely superseded

Continued from page 53 ... Iri the PflSt~ school children on bicycles the previous hazardous maneuvers.
Newer applicants, seeing the slight and scooters were forced to swerve out Mothers mention a new sense of relief
usage being made of such lots, have from the curb into the lane of travel from the fear that their children might
invariably protested the requirement ~~hen reaching each group of parked step out from between parked cars.
and it has been difficult for the plan- cars. The danger of them being struck
ping commission to get the amount of by overtakin vehicles was alwa s 

Thus the farsighted officials of Visalia,

off-street parking they knew some day present, and a few accidents of this 
~"hile recognizing that State Highway

would be needed without anta onizin 
Route 10 must soon be widened and other-

g g type have occurred. Now the children wise improved by application of modern
applicants. The all-inclusive parking follo~~ a reasonably straight path close highway design principals, have acted
ban will now cause each owner of a against the curb. Drivers entering the wisely and boldly to relieve congestion,
new business to be as interested as the highway on a right turn now move out delay and hazard, until funds are avail-
planning commission in providing suf- much more rapidly and confidently able for a major improvement, by pro-

ficient space for his future customers. into the curb lanes. In the past such 
hibiting parking along almost the entire
length of that route through the city. The

Chief of Police F. D. Bentzen and drivers often were forced to wait long change has achieved a marked success.
other officials mention other incidental periods for a safe gap in the line of It has greatly reduced congestion and de-
improvements in driving conditions vehicles using the one lane. Since the day has speeded up traffic flow but not to
they have already noticed. Cross traf- one former lane in each direction was a dangerous extent, and gives clear prom-
fic at unsignalized intersections is mov- 15 feet wide, many drivers made left ise of causing a substantial decrease in
ing across with less delay than formerly turns from the right portion of the accidents.
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T. E. SiANTONMaterials and Research Engineer

GEORGE F. HELLESOE Maintenance Engineer

C. E. WAITSEngineer of Design

EARL WITHYCOMBEConstruction Engineer

H. B. LA FORGEEngineer of Federal Secondary Roads

L. V. CAMPBELL .Engineer of City and Cooperative Projects

EARL E. SORENSONEquipment Engineer

H. C. McCARTY .Office Engineer

J. C. YOUNGTraffic Engineer
J. C. WOMACKPlanning Engineer
I. 0. JAHLSTROMPrincipal Bridge Engineer
STEWART MITCHELLPrincipal Bridge Engineer
E. R. HIGGINSComptroller

Right of Way Department

FRANK C. BALFOUR Chief Right of Way Ageni
E. F. WAGNER Deputy Chief Right of Way Ageni
GEORGE S. PINERY . Assistant Chief
R. S. J. PIANEZZI Assistant Chief
E. M. MacDONALD Assistant Chief

District IV

JNO. H. SKEGGS Assistant State Highway Engineer

DIVISION OF HIGHWAYS

DistriN Engineers

A. M. NASHDistrict I, Eureka

J. W. TRASKDistrict II, Redding

CHARLES H. WHITMOREDistrict III, Marysville

B. W. BOOKERDistrict IV, San Francisco

L. A. WEYMOUiHDistrict IV, San Francisco

E. J. L. PETERSONDistrict V, San Luis Obispo

E. T. SCOTTDistrict VI, Fresno

W. L. FAHEY .District VII, Los Angeles

M. E. CESSNADistrict VI I, Los Angeles

E. Q. SULLIVANDistrict VIII, San Bernardino

S. W. LOWDENDistrict IX, Bishop

JOHN G. MEYERDistrict X, Stockton

E. E. WALLACE .District XI, San Diego

HOWARD C. WOODBridge Engineer, San Francisco-
OaklandBay Bridge and Carquinez Bridge

DIVISION OF CONTRACTS AND

RIGHTS OF WAY

Legal

ROBERT E. REED Chief
GEORGE C. HADLEY Attorney
HOLLOWAY JONES Attorney

DIVISION OF SAN FRANCISCO BAY
District Vll TOLL CROSSINGS

P. 0. HARDING Assistant State Highway Engineer RALPH A. TUDOR Chief Engineer

}~Y1H1P([ tft CALIFORNIA STATE PRiNTI NG OFFICE 
2]899 ]-50 25,400

DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES
A. D. EDMONSTON State Engineer, Chief of Division
P. H. VAN ETiEN Assistant State Engineer
W. H. HOLMES

Principal Engineer, Design and Construction of Dams
G. H. JONES Principal Hydraulic

Engineer, Sacramento River Flood Control Project
T. R. SIMPSON

Principal Hydraulic Engineer, State-wide Water Plan
i. B. WADDELL

Principal Hydraulic Engineer, Central Valley Project
GORDON ZANDER

Principal Hydraulic Engineer, Water Rights
GEORGE B. GLEASON

Supervising Hydraulic Engineer, Los Angeles Office
HENRY HOLSINGER Principal Attorney
T. R. MERRYWEAiHER Administrative Assistant

DIVISION OF ARCHITECTURE
ANSON BOYD State Architect
W. K. DANIELS .Assistant State Architect (Administrative)
P. T. POAGE Assistant State Architect (Design and Planning)
D. C. WILLETi Chief Construction Engineer

Headquarters
A. F. DUDMAN Principal Architectural Designer
C. L. IVERSON Supervising Architectural Draftsman
CARLETON PIERSON Supervising Specification Writer
FRANK A. JOHNSON Principal Structural Engineer
C. A. HENDERLONG

Principal Mechanical and Electrical Engineer
WADE HALSTEAD Supervising Estimator

Schools

W.H.PETERSEN Principal Structural Engineer, Sacramento
H. W. BOLIN .Principal Structural Engineer, Los Angeles
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